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Abstract
The Laboratory for Information Technologies at the University of Tennessee is develop-
ing an expert system to interpret STR DNA analytic results. An important component of
the expert system fits detected peaks with analytical model equations. Information from
each fitted peak is subsequently used by expert rules to identify the nature of the peak and
determine its allele designation. This report documents the formulation of the peak fitting
problem, discusses the various solution approaches, develops the structure of the peak fitter
framework, and presents test results used to evaluate its performance.
Using STR DNA data, it was found that most peaks can be fitted well with a simple
Gaussian equation. However, less ideal peaks that exhibit asymmetry or have dual peaks
require more advanced model equations for an acceptable fit. Several modified Gaussian
equations are considered and adapted to accommodate these more complicated peaks and
obtain satisfactory results. Heuristic criteria have been developed to determine if a current
fit is acceptable, and if not, which advanced fit type is to be attempted next. Statistics that
summarize the peak fitter’s application to over fifteen thousand peaks of various types are
presented, and an analysis shows that almost all peaks can be fitted satisfactorily. Heuristic
criteria employed by the peak fitter framework can be tuned to match the characteristics
of the DNA data generated by a specific DNA laboratory using standard laboratory pro-
tocols and instruments, thereby improving system performance. However, tuning rules are
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1.1 Motivation for Work Undertaken
Short Tandem Repeat (STR) DNA profile analysis in criminal justice applications can
be a time intensive process and normally requires separate manual analysis and review
steps. The Laboratory for Information Technologies (LIT) has undertaken a project to
produce an expert system (STRESP) that is expected to reduce the amount of human
interaction required to analyze these profiles. The STRESP software applies expert rules
that capture the processes employed by experienced DNA analysts to form observations
and make conclusions about the profiles under analysis.
The data supplied to the expert system are raw electropherograms of polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) amplified STR DNA data collected from ABI 310 and 3100 Genetic Analyz-
ers [1]. These data consist of the intensity of DNA signal, measured in relative fluorescent
units (RFU) as a function of scan units. The first step for the expert system is data condi-
tioning in preparation for DNA fragment sizing and allele calling. The raw data from the
ABI 310 and 3100 are fluorescent intensity data measured at different wavelengths. Because
of overlapping spectra among the color responses, a color matrix is applied to the data to
remove this interaction. The ABI 310 requires this step, while the ABI 3100 data are al-
ready color separated. Baseline correction must also be applied to remove a slowly varying
drift that occurs as the data are collected. A primer peak is usually found to identify the
region of interest (ROI) for the data, indicating the start of allelic information. With these
preprocessing tasks performed, the data are ready for the next step: peak detection and
attribute extraction.
Before peaks are sized and assigned allele values (called), any peaks that are present
in the data must be detected, identified, and quantified. This research focuses on this
step. Subsequent applications of expert rules and allele call determinations depend upon
the results of this process. Peaks are identified by their peak height, position, width, and
skewness. These parameters for each peak are found through nonlinear fits of the peak data
by selected peak models. Measures of confidence in these parameter values are obtained to
choose the correct fit. The efficiency of this process is critically important, as this method is
applied to all detected peaks and would determine the overall time of analysis by STRESP.
After peak detection and characterization are complete, DNA base pair sizing and allele
determination, detection of certain peak anomalies, and comparisons of different profiles
can be made. The expert rules applied at this stage are fired based on the data given; the
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accuracy of the results depends on the accuracy of the peak detection, identification, and
quantification methods. This puts a high importance on proper performance of the previous
steps to ensure successful application of the expert rules in STRESP.
1.2 Problem Statement
The objective of this research can be concisely stated as follows:
Explore optimal selection of the parameters of peak models as a means to fit
peak data from electropherogram data obtained from STR DNA runs on capillary
electrophoresis machines, and develop a methodology to properly choose among
possible fit types to obtain the associated peak parameters that would lead to
correct calling of alleles.
The goal of this research was accomplished by first investigating the different kinds of
data that would be encountered. A simple model was then developed to fit the majority of
the peak data. As problems arose, more complex models were developed to accommodate
them. Part of the objectives of this approach is to identify the locations of the peaks to
sub-scan-unit resolution. Ultimately an automatic process comprising multiple models and
decision processes was developed to determine the appropriate model to use based on the
peak data given.
1.3 Organization of this Document
This document is the result of a study of fitting data from over 15,000 peaks from raw
electropherograms. It is organized into seven chapters to provide details of the problem
formulation, development, and results. Chapter 2 presents a background of the DNA runs
that will be used for fitting, identifying the relevant science involved in generating the
raw data to be fitted and describing how the data are used. A literature review is given
in Chapter 3 to provide a background of related work that has been done. Chapter 4
introduces the formulation of the peak fitting problem, including the specific types of data
that will be used and a solution approach for fitting the various data. Details of the software
implementation and integration into STRESP are given in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 presents
results and discussion of the proposed solution, including a comparison to a simpler model
and statistics from a large data set. Finally, Chapter 7 presents the conclusions and outlines




This chapter provides an overview of the measurement processes and data characteristics for
human DNA analysis using short tandem repeat (STR) DNA protocols. The chapter briefly
describes the relevant science of DNA amplification, separation, and detection and how the
data are used in human identification. The information described here is pertinent to the
peak fitting and classification problem, but omits details that are not directly relevant.
2.1 DNA Basics
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is the double-stranded, helix-shaped material found in the
nuclei of human cells. DNA comprises two strands of a nucleotide sequence containing the
bases adenine, thymine, cytosine, and guanine (typically abbreviated by the initial letters A,
T, C, and G) bound together through phosphate bonds. The two complementary strands,
running in opposite directions, are stabilized through hydrogen bonding between comple-
mentary bases on the two DNA strands: A bonds to T with two hydrogen bonds, and C to
G with three hydrogen bonds. The sequence of bases forms a DNA code that contains all
of the information required for making proteins via transcription and translation. The vari-
ation of the base sequence at selective regions throughout the chains of DNA differentiates
one human from another. The majority of DNA between any two humans is the same, but
certain segments of the DNA sequence are different, creating variation among individuals.
Some segments of DNA are considered “non-coding” and “because these regions are not
related directly to making proteins they are sometimes referred to as ‘junk’ DNA” [10].
These non-coding regions also show variation from person to person and can be used to
uniquely identify individuals, a process known as DNA typing.
DNA is packaged into chromosomes containing various genes that code into proteins
with different functions. In humans, there are twenty-three pairs of chromosomes, or forty-
six total. They are in the diploid state, meaning there are two sets of each, where half are
inherited from each parent. Selected locations on the chromosomes among the non-coding
regions are used as DNA markers for human identification. At each such site, or locus,
the various base sequence patterns that can occur are called alleles. Because of the diploid
nature of the human chromosome, each locus contains two alleles, which are either different
(heterozygous) or the same (homozygous). The specific combination of alleles at a locus is
called a genotype of the locus, and the collection of genotypes at different loci constitutes
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a DNA profile. The more loci a profile contains, the more differentiation power it has in
DNA typing.
2.2 STR DNA
Short tandem repeat (STR) DNA markers employed by the forensics community use the
number of 4-base-pair repeat units of a particular pattern to differentiate between different
alleles. This is called length polymorphism. The allele names correspond to the number
of repeats of 4-base-pair unit patterns at a particular locus. For example, the TH01 locus
uses the simple repeat structure [AATG]n where allele number 9 has n = 9 repeats of that
pattern among its sequence segment. Some loci have more complicated repeat structures
such as VWA with [TCTA][TCTG]3−4[TCTA]n where allele number 12 has the structure
TCTA[TCTG]4[TCTA]7 [10]. The larger the number of an allele name, the longer the
DNA sequence of the allele, and therefore, the heavier the allele. The FBI currently uses
thirteen core STR loci for its Combined DNA Index System (CODIS) database for human
identification purposes.
To obtain a DNA profile, one must go through a series of steps to isolate, purify, and
amplify the DNA. First, a physical specimen must be collected for analysis. The DNA must
be extracted from the specimen in a laboratory and isolated to allow for replication.
To produce millions of copies of the DNA sequence of interest, the polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) amplification technique is used. Multiplex PCR, which permits multiple
regions to be amplified simultaneously, is more complex but provides greater throughput.
Different commercial kits such as ABI’s AmpFISTR r© COfiler, Profiler Plus, and Identifiler
kits are used for this process and contain fluorescent dye-tagged DNA primers that bind
to specific sites within each locus (the two terminals). The steps must be performed very
carefully to prevent contamination of the samples and to assure that there are enough rounds
of amplification to provide sufficient DNA for the measurement stage of the process and for
the need of any future reanalysis. DNA laboratories that perform work for law enforcement
and criminal justice agencies have established protocols and certification processes to ensure
standards and maximize quality. Protocols typically require negative control and positive
control sample runs for quality assurance. The negative control undergoes the PCR reaction
but does not contain any DNA template and can indicate if there has been contamination
in the process. The positive control contains a known DNA sample and is used to test that
the system is amplifying and detecting properly.
After PCR, the amplified DNA molecules are separated using capillary electrophoresis.
This process utilizes an electrical field to separate the molecules across a fluid-filled capillary
tube. The rate at which they move is directly related to the size of the molecule. Larger
molecules move more slowly than smaller molecules. Fluorescent dyes that are attached to
each DNA segment are detected by laser excitation as they pass through the detector win-
dow. Their fluorescence is detected by sensors that measure the intensity of the fluorescence
emitted by the molecule. The presence of a DNA fragment appears as a Gaussian-like peak
in the collected data signal. The strength of the signal is measured in relative fluorescent
units (RFU), and the fluorescent data are plotted with respect to scan-unit (a measurement
proportional to a fixed time interval) producing an electropherogram of the DNA sample.
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Primer Peak
Figure 2.1: An Electropherogram with all four color channels superimposed to show the
primer peak for the data in this run. The end of the primer peak indicates the start of
allelic peak data region.
In the electropherogram, there is a large peak corresponding to the DNA primers (Fig-
ure 2.1). The (right) end of this primer peak indicates the start of the region of interest
(ROI), encompassing allelic peak data.
At the present time, the STRESP program can analyze electropherogram data acquired
using either the ABI 310 or ABI 3100 Genetic Analyzer [1]. These units use capillary
electrophoresis with multiplex color fluorescence detection. The four dyes used for COfiler
and Profiler Plus kits are as follows: 5-FAM (blue), JOE (green), NED (yellow), and ROX
(red). Identifiler uses the dyes named 6-FAM (blue), VIC (green), NED (yellow), PET (red),
and LIZ (orange). Detectors with wavelengths tuned to each of the colors record the signal’s
relative fluorescence strength as the sample moves through the capillary detector window;
however, there is fluorescence emission overlap among the different color wavelengths. To
remove these overlapping contributions, a mathematical step using a color matrix is first
applied to the multi-color channel electropherogram data. This is a stage where the ABI
310 and ABI 3100 process differs. The ABI 310 outputs the raw fluorescent measurement
that has not gone through color separation, whereas the ABI 3100 outputs already color-
separated fluorescent intensity data. The impact of color separation on peak fitting will be
shown in the next section.
2.3 Data Preprocessing
The output data sets from either the ABI 310 and ABI 3100 Genetic Analyzers are a
portion of the input to the STRESP expert system. Before the electropherogram data can
be analyzed, some data preprocessing must be done. Color separation of the spectra must be
performed first (in the case of ABI 310 data). Figure 2.2 shows all four color channels before
(a) and after (b) color separation. The overlapping spectral sensitivities of the detectors can
cause additional peaks in each color panel. After separation, the contributions of dye signals




Figure 2.2: The effect of color separation on the raw electropherogram data. The over-
lapping spectra can be observed by the large number of peaks in the data before color
separation. After color separation, the contributions of the other dyes are removed from
each channel. This reveals the peaks due to each dye/primer family alone. (a) Before color




Figure 2.3: The effect of baseline correction on the electropherogram data. Before baseline
correction the data is above 550 RFU, which indicates the offset between the signal and
the baseline. There is also a slight drift downward in the signal with respect to scan unit.
These effects are removed by baseline correction by flattening the signal and bringing the
baseline offset to approximately zero RFU. (a) Before baseline correction. (b) After baseline
correction.
The baseline drifts slowly with time over the course of each electrophoretic run, and
the data must be adjusted to remove this effect. STRESP implements a windowing median
filter to smooth this baseline. This median filter uses a sliding window that is significantly
larger in size (in scan units) than the typical number of points in a peak. The points in
this window are sorted, and a reference point is chosen that is below the median value.
Since the window is larger than the peak size, peaks should not have an adverse effect on
the reference points chosen. The reference point for each window is subtracted from the
signal’s value at the corresponding time to provide a baseline corrected plot. Figure 2.3
shows electropherogram data before (a) and after (b) baseline correction. It can be observed
that the baseline is shifted from approximately 600 to 0, removing the influence the baseline
would otherwise have on the heights of the peaks. This step must be performed subsequent
to color separation for ABI 310 acquired data because the color separation matrices are
valid only for uncorrected data.
2.4 DNA Runs
The process described up to this point is performed on three different types of DNA runs:
ladders, controls, and samples. These run types will all be treated identically by the peak
fitter but serve different purposes. The controls, as described previously, are used for quality
control. The ladders are allelic ladders that are specific to each kit and provide reference
peak signals for all of the common alleles of each locus. STRESP currently supports the
AmpFISTR r© COfiler, Profiler Plus, and Identifiler kits. Each kit defines loci and allele
ranges for each locus that it can identify. There is an internal sizing standard (ISS) on one
of the dye channels that is used for calibration of the size of DNA fragments in base-pair
units (ROX (red) channel for COfiler and Profiler Plus; LIZ (orange) channel for Identifiler).
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The calibration process determines the mapping between scan unit and DNA fragment size
(in base pairs) that enables STRESP to accurately determine peak sizes in base pairs in
DNA sample data from knowing the scan unit position of the peak’s center point. The ISS
also determines the ROI for each data set.
The samples are the various DNA samples that are derived from human tissues. They
also have the same internal sizing standard added as the ladders prior to electrophoresis for
calibration purposes. This allows the alleles in the other channels to be matched up with
the ladder alleles and called. There is only a half base-pair tolerance when calling alleles,
so accuracy of the peak center positions is paramount in correctly designating alleles. The
internal sizing standard can be seen in the ROX (red, or bottom) channel in Figure 2.4.
The other channels show the different alleles that are matched between the ladder and the
sample using the ISS. Figure 2.4 shows an electropherogram of a ladder sample using the
COfiler amplification kit. The differences between the kits are the particular loci they can
amplify and the dyes used.
2.5 Summary
This chapter presented an overview of the STR DNA data that will be used in the peak
fitter. The basic biology behind STR DNA and the progression of steps required to ac-
quire electropherogram data from a DNA sample were discussed. After DNA extraction,
amplification via PCR, and separation through capillary electrophoresis, preprocessing of
the data including color separation and baseline correction were described and shown. The
care and attention to detail that must be observed when collecting and processing the DNA
data were emphasized. DNA ladder, control, and sample runs were defined by their roles in
determining DNA genotypes. At the end of the preprocessing step, the electropherogram




Figure 2.4: Example COfiler ladder and sample runs. (a) The ladder run contains all the
alleles for the different loci in the COfiler kit. (b) The sample shows peaks for the alleles




Extracting peak parameters from electropherogram, chromatographic, or spectral data is a
common task required in many disciplines. Because study of STR DNA peaks in particular
is quite limited, the search in the literature was expanded to peak fitting in chromatography
and spectral analysis. The problem is the fitting of an analytical curve to a set of peak data
to obtain a best fit of the data in order to find the peak model parameters that represent each
peak. The fitting is carried out using an optimization method to search for the parameters.
Three different issues of the peak fitting problem were investigated: the selection of the
most appropriate peak model, the method of optimization, and the development of the
software for implementing the fit.
Analytical equations are needed to model peaks. The basic shape of an ideal chromato-
graphic peak is similar to that of a Gaussian curve. A review of recent papers revealed many
different equations used in various chromatographic applications [7,11,14,15,17, 18,21, 22].
The complexity of the data described in many of these papers is far beyond that of the STR
DNA data peaks for this research. Di Marco and Bombi [18] presented a review of 86 mathe-
matical functions that have been proposed in the past to fit chromatographic peaks. Many of
the functions presented in this paper and also presented in other papers are modifications to
the basic Gaussian equation to accommodate non-ideal data characteristics, through various
extensions such as convolutions or truncations with other functions [7, 11, 15, 17, 18, 21, 22].
Many of the extensions are designed to accommodate peak tailing and other asymmetric
aspects of the data. Some of these modified functions, however, are quite complicated or do
not apply directly to electrophoresis peak data. Complicated equations translate to longer
computation time required for optimization. They may be able to perform a close fit to the
data, but often require that optimal values of many non-intuitive parameters be found. As
an initial solution, the Gaussian equation will be used because of its simplicity. More com-
plex equations will be used as needed to provide better fits for peaks containing asymmetry
or other non-idealities. A balance must be found in the complexity of the model. Since
fitting will be performed on all detected peaks in STRESP, it is important to find mod-
els that produce good fits, but that are also efficient in their optimization procedure. An
automatic flow to select the most appropriate model for fitting and evaluating the quality
of the fit is required for an expert system such as STRESP, which is intended for largely
autonomous operation with significantly reduced human involvement relative to existing
laboratory procedures.
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Peak deconvolution (resolution of overlapping peaks into their component peaks) is a
common topic in chromatography; however, STR DNA peak data do not contain many
overlapping peaks. With the exception of certain situations such as -A/+A peaks and
the 9.3/10 alleles of the TH01 locus, which are separated by one base pair, peaks are
expected to be distinct. The methods proposed in many of the papers reviewed require a
priori knowledge about the data [20, 22], such as the number of peaks, the peak locations,
or the peak morphology, in order to properly converge on the solution. In the STRESP
environment it is not possible to know this information ahead of time. Deconvolution of
two peaks, as required in the STRESP objectives, has been performed using models with
two superimposed peak descriptions having different sets of peak parameter values [25].
However, because of the complexity and a priori knowledge required for the more general
deconvolution, a single model representing two overlapping peaks will be proposed as a
solution.
After an analytical equation such as the Gaussian model has been chosen to model a
peak, a method must be chosen to extract the optimal parameters that fit the data. An
optimization approach is a common method for addressing this issue. It is important to
choose an optimization method that will converge given the peak model equation. Many of
the papers reviewed employ commercial software to perform fits as opposed to developing
their own system. The Microsoft Excel Solver tool [2], which uses the Levenberg-Marquardt
method [16, 19], has been used frequently in reviewed papers to perform fits [12, 17, 20, 25].
The in-house software developed in [15] also uses the Levenberg-Marquardt method. After
examining various algorithms in [8], the Gauss-Newton optimization method was selected
to carry out the nonlinear fit, which is the method upon which the Levenberg-Marquardt
method is based. The Gauss-Newton method has a relatively fast convergence rate and
works well near the optimal solution.
There are two classes of optimization methods: constrained and unconstrained. The
Gauss-Newton method is unconstrained, can be implemented simply, and is less compu-
tationally intensive than constrained optimization methods, but it allows the solution pa-
rameter values to be arbitrary. Since efficiency is an important consideration in the peak
fitting software, this method was investigated. Most of the reviewed publications used com-
mercial optimization software rather than software developed ‘in-house’. Lack of control
over the fitting protocols or parameters is a concern when using commercial software. The
peak fitting functionality needs to be closely interconnected to the expert rules that use
the results of the peak fitter in the STRESP application. Smooth integration and complete
control over the fitting process required peak fitting software to be developed specifically for
the STRESP expert system. The fitting software in STRESP needs to be fully automated,
with no user interaction required during its execution. Some software packages developed
by other labs, such as that developed in [12], require a high degree of user interaction to
properly fit peaks. Manual setting of initial parameters for each peak is not an option for
the STRESP system.
The following paragraphs provide a brief review of five references. In each, the authors
desire to fit peak data from spectra or chromatography elution profiles. The model equa-
tions, optimization approaches, and the flow of the fitting of each will be briefly discussed.
Walsh and Diamond in 1994 [25] discussed the use of Microsoft Excel Solver for fitting
curves to non-linear data Their routine requires the user to select the data to be fitted,
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choose a model equation for the given data, and manually provide an initial guess of pa-
rameters for the model equation. They evaluated Solver’s ability to fit chromatography
peaks, fluorescence decay processes, and ion-selective electrode characteristics. For chro-
matography peaks, they provided a comparison of fitting using 3 different models: Gaussian,
exponentially modified Gaussian (EMG), and tanks-in-series. Of these models, the EMG
was found to best fit the given peak data. They did not elaborate on guidelines for guessing
the initial parameters or the selection of the appropriate model to use for fitting a particular
peak.
In 2000, Eanes and Marcus [12] extended the use of Microsoft Solver to fit Gaussian-
like spectral peaks. Using Visual Basic, they developed a program to process multiple
peaks simultaneously (up to 3) for radio frequency glow discharge ion trap mass spectra.
The summation of multiple peak models was used to perform the multiple peak fits. The
software used Microsoft Solver to perform the optimization and Visual Basic macros to
provide a graphical user interface and manage the peak data. A dialog box was used to
allow users to set initial parameters and various fitting settings for each set of peak data
fitted. Multiple spectra of the same scan could be performed at the same time with the
software, but user input appeared to be required for each new peak or group of peaks to be
processed. Adjustment to various peak models was accomplished by a generic template used
by the software. Both Gaussian and Lorentzian peak models were implemented; however,
each model type was implemented separately with a different program.
A comparison of the performance in fitting by a series of peak model equations was
made by Li in 2001 [17], who performed fitting using an empirically transformed Gaussian,
polynomial modified Gaussian, generalized exponentially modified Gaussian, and hybrid
function of the Gaussian and truncated exponential functions. Li also used Microsoft Solver
to perform the nonlinear optimization, where the user explicitly set the initial parameters.
The quality of fit was determined by the sum of squares of the residuals. The empirically
transformed Gaussian function was found to give the best fit based on this quality measure.
The four models used had varying degrees of complexity. Detailed timing or iteration results
for the fits were not provided. However, the hybrid function of Gaussian and truncated
exponential functions performed second best among the functions tested and contained
only four parameters compared to the seven parameters used in the empirically transformed
Gaussian function.
An automatic curve fitting algorithm was described by Alsymeyer and Marquardt in
2004 [6]. The algorithm was automatic in that it did not require human interaction or a
priori knowledge of peak initial parameters or other spectrum properties. The method fit
the peaks in the entire set of data with a single model and iteratively added additional
peak components to the model equation until a stopping condition was fulfilled, based on
a goodness-of-fit criterion such as the F-Test. Initial parameters for each successive peak
were determined by analyzing the residual data where the largest fitting error was found
from the previous model fit. The peak model equation was the Voigt function, which is a
convolution of the Lorentzian and Gaussian distributions. The method started with a pure
baseline model. Each iteration of the algorithm added a new peak to the existing model,
thus adding an additional set of parameters to the model to be optimized. The authors
state that a sequence of 50 peak functions took overnight to run with their implementation.
The implementation was written in MATLAB without explicitly attempting to optimize
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performance, and they suggested that using a compiled programming language could im-
prove performance. Infrared and Raman spectra were modeled, and the authors were able
to obtain results with a good fit with respect to fitting error; however, they add that the
resulting models are not necessarily physically correct. This implies that the model ob-
tained fits closely to the experimental data, but that the peaks the model renders may not
represent the actual chemical moieties of the physical components the spectra represent.
The peak fitter being developed for STRESP differs from this method in that the STRESP
fitter will handle the entire set of data as a sequence of independent fitting problems based
on distinct and separate peak windows, whereas the method in [6] considers the entire set
of data as a single fitting problem.
Steffen et al. in 2005 presented an automatic method for fitting peaks in complex chro-
matograms [23]. Their approach extracted peak shapes (parameterized models) directly
from the chromatogram and formed a standard peak shape based on the average shape of
typical peaks found in the given data. The method defined an improved baseline for the
data and automatically detected the occurrence of peaks using maxima of the signal and
minima of the second derivative. It fit the peaks with a hyperbolic scaling function that
was applied to the standard peak model. The authors mention that peaks that differ too
much from the standard peak may need to be explicitly identified and possibly fitted with a
differently shaped model, but they do not elaborate on specific methods for accomplishing
this task. They implemented the software in Scilab code [13] and performed fitting on a
large number of chromatograms (around 1,000). Comparison of their fit results to that of
traditional interactive analysis proved to be fairly compatible. Verification using synthetic
chromatograms yielded good general results, but they had problems with detection of ex-
tremely small peaks in difficult synthetic chromatograms. They indicate that the heuristic
parameters in the implementation can be utilized for refinement of the fitting to improve
results and tune the system. The peak detection and heuristic approach to the fitting
in this method are similar to that of the peak fitter developed in this research, but the
method in [23] uses an adjustable standard model derived across the given chromatogram
under consideration. The research in this document uses an automatic decision structure
to determine the best model to use between a series of possible fit model equations.
Software for automatic peak fitting of sets of peaks of a variety of peak types is desired as
a part of the STRESP expert system. Because STRESP is written in the C++ programming
language, the peak fitter was also implemented in C++. A peak fitting structure was
developed to automatically accommodate the types of peak data that are encountered and
to handle many of the different issues described in the reviewed papers. The system utilizes
and selects different analytical models to properly fit peaks and assess the quality of fit.
Optimization using the Gauss-Newton method is used for efficiency, and selection of the
most appropriate peak model (or models) is automatic with little to no human input or
intervention. Selection of the appropriate peak model to fit the data of each peak window
to yield realistic and tight fit is paramount in rendering correct allele call identification of




The purpose of fitting peak data is to accurately determine the characteristics of a given
peak, most importantly the maximum peak height and peak center position. A method
must be devised for extracting these values from peak data for properly calling alleles. This
chapter presents the formulation of the peak fitting problem. It provides a discussion on
the measurement data that the peak fitter uses, presenting the ideal and non-ideal types
of peaks that are to be encountered. The solution starts with a default fit by a Gaussian
equation model whose parameters are arrived at by optimization. The optimization method
and equation models that will be used are presented, and limitations of the Gaussian model
are described. If the default fit is deemed unacceptable, a decision process sequentially
attempts fits with more advanced models to achieve a better fit. The development of
criteria for triggering advanced fits and accepting results will be discussed.
4.1 Measurement Data
Chapter 2 described the origin of the electropherogram data and the data preprocessing
steps required (color separation and baseline correction). Once the preprocessing steps are
complete, peak detection and fitting steps can be applied to these data. The goal of peak
detection is to identify a potential peak and return a window of sufficient width in scan
units to contain the entire peak. This window can then be used by the peak fitter to fit
the peak data using a selected model equation and to return the peak attributes. A simple
description of how the peak detector works is first described.
The peak detector is a complex state machine that iterates through electropherogram
data looking for peaks. It utilizes a small window to track increases and decreases in area
and height of data points and detect where potential peaks are present. The window uses
thresholds to determine sufficient height and area measurements to trigger a peak detection
event. When the area and height thresholds are exceeded, the peak detector records the
current scan unit value as the start of a new peak window. It then iterates across the
data until the area and height values corresponding to a subsequent scan unit value go
below specified thresholds. This scan unit value is set as the end of the peak window. The
start and end values are then extended by up to two scan unit points to the left and right,
respectively, if their corresponding RFU data are monotonically decreasing. These new
start and end points, in scan units, demarcate the window boundary for this peak, and the
data points within this window are then sent to the peak fitter for fitting.
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Figure 4.1: Ideal Gaussian-shaped peaks. The majority of data will be of this smooth and
symmetric shape.
The following set of figures shows a variety of the types of peaks that require fitting.
The peak detection window corresponds to the shaded region under each peak in Figure 4.1,
which contains a set of peaks of the most commonly occurring peak type and shape in the
data. In this figure, the peak outline is formed by connecting the dots between the peak
data points. Ideal peaks like these are monotonically increasing or decreasing from the peak
maximum and symmetric, with a shape similar to a Gaussian curve. The majority of the
detected peaks are of this type, but a significant number of the peaks that will be described
deviate from the ideal peak type. These less ideal peaks can be grouped into two categories:
non-ideal peaks due to the inherent condition of the raw data and non-ideal peaks due to
the characteristics of the data.
Non-ideal peaks due to the inherent condition of the data are caused by an unexpected
or undesired problem with the data, such as distortion by noise and saturation of data due
to overloading of the sample. A sample noise peak as shown in Figure 4.2 would be difficult
to properly fit to an ideal peak shape because the noise may alter the shape or mask small
amplitude peaks. Note the relatively low amplitude and narrow span of the noise peak. A
normal peak has a typical span of 10-20 scan units. Peaks as in Figure 4.3 that are narrow
and contain only a few data points may also cause problems for fitting. This type of data
appears to be a result of random, low amplitude noise that barely meets peak detection
thresholds. On the other hand, saturated data from overloading of the DNA sample have
wildly incorrect values after color separation at the previously saturated values (before color
separation), resulting in a distorted peak shape, such as those shown in Figure 4.4.
Non-ideal peaks due to data characteristics arise from the electrophoretic process itself
and result in different peak shapes. Peak tailing results in peak asymmetry as shown in
Figure 4.5. This type of peak may have fronting or tailing, skewed to the left or right of
the maximum, respectively. A second type of problem peak type is closely-spaced peaks
separated by only one base pair, as in -A/+A peaks and the 9.3-10 alleles of the TH01 locus.
These peaks can be detected in a single window containing both peaks and will be referred
to as dual peaks. The -A/+A condition, as shown in Figure 4.6, occurs when an extra
nucleotide, adenine, is added at the ending base, resulting in the sequence being one base
pair longer than it should be. This does not represent the presence of two alleles, but rather
a mixture of PCR products, where some contain the extra nucleotide (+A) and others do
not (-A). Butler states that commercially available STR kits promote the formation of the
+A form so that ladders and samples will be consistent [10]. This implies that the +A peak
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Figure 4.2: An example of a low amplitude peak with noise. The peak shape is highly
distorted by the noise threshold.
Figure 4.3: An example of a narrow peak. The detection window contains only three points
providing very little peak data.
Figure 4.4: An example of saturated peak data. The circles above the peak indicate satu-
rated points before color separation.
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Figure 4.5: An example of a highly skewed peak with pronounced tailing on the right side.
Figure 4.6: An example of -A/+A peak data. The low left shoulder hump is the -A form
of the DNA fragment; the larger normal peak is the +A form. The peak window contains
both peaks.
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Figure 4.7: An example of the 9.3/10 alleles of the TH01 locus contained in a single detection
window; the two alleles overlap and are separated in size by 1 base pair.
should be considered the real allele and the -A peak should not be considered as part of the
real allele, but the peak fitting method still needs to accommodate the -A leading shoulder.
Another commonly occurring pair of closely spaced peaks exists: the 9.3 and 10 alleles of
the TH01 locus, which are separated by one base pair and overlap, are shown in Figure 4.7.
These dual peaks need to be identified and fitted as two separate peaks. Accurate fitting
of this type of dual peak is very important so as to give the appropriate respective peak
center positions and heights.
4.2 Description of the Solution Approach
The peak fitting problem is formulated as a least squares error optimization problem. A peak
model, which is a parameterized mathematical equation that predicts the measured signal
intensity (RFU) as a function of the scan unit position, is postulated and tried. For any
combination of specific values of the model’s parameters, an error function can be defined as
one-half of the sum of the squared differences (error) between the given measurement data
and the predicted measurements calculated from the model at the array of scan unit values
within the peak window. An optimization method is used to arrive at the optimal parameter
values that minimize the error function. Many peak model families can be considered. The
final choice of the model depends upon the required accuracy and computational efficiency.
Once finalized and implemented, the optimization method becomes the most important
and computationally intensive element of the fitter and should not be modified. The peak
model, on the other hand, is intended to be easily replaced as required by the characteristics
of the peak data at hand.
4.2.1 Gaussian Peak Model
Since the majority of the peaks appear to be symmetrical and approximately Gaussian in
shape, the suitability and limitations of the Gaussian model are first investigated. The
Gaussian peak model is described by a mathematical function f(xi, p), where {xi}ni=1 is the
array of positions in scan units where measurement data exist, n is the number of points in
the data window, p is a vector in Rm (with m components) of model parameters, and the
function value f(xi, p) is the predicted measurement in RFU of the dye signal at the scan
unit value xi, evaluated using parameter vector p. For different values of the parameters
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.8: Sample Gaussian curves with varying parameter values, showing the effect of
each on the peak shape. (a) Varying A, keeping σ = 4 and xc = 30; (b) varying σ, keeping
A = 500 and xc = 30; and (c) varying A and σ, keeping xc = 30.
contained in p, different peak shapes and heights are obtained, and the objective is to find
a vector of parameters p in R3 that produces a peak shape that most closely matches the
given peak data in each data window.
The form of the Gaussian function is







p = [A, xc, σ],
where A is the peak maximum height, xc, the peak center location, and σ, a width measure.
Figure 4.8 illustrates an array of Gaussian curves with varying sets of parameter values
to show the effect of the parameters on the resulting appearance of the peak. It is seen that
the Gaussian function is symmetric about the point of maximum amplitude A, occurring
at xc. Therefore xc gives the center of the fitted curve. The center value will be regarded
as the peak’s location. The σ value is directly related to the width of the peak and will
be used to calculate the full width half maximum (FWHM) measurement. The FWHM
corresponds to the horizontal distance in the x-axis in scan units between the points to the
left and right side of the peak maximum whose values are half of the maximum height. The
FWHM is used as a representative width measure because it is a standard measurement
that can be used to directly interpret the width of peaks in terms of scan units, as shown
in Figure 4.9. The value is easy to determine both visually and analytically and provides
a parameter that can be used directly by the expert system for determining if peaks are
too narrow or broad. This value will be derived for all subsequent fits by different model
equations and can be derived by setting the fit equation equal to 12A, solving for the two
values of x, and finding the difference between them. For the Gaussian model, the FWHM
is 2σ
√
ln 2, a constant multiple of σ. The area under the Gaussian curve (from −∞ to ∞)
is Aσ
√
π, which can be useful in fits where the given electropherogram data can not be
directly used to calculate the area, if the area is desired to be known. Table 4.1 summarizes
the Gaussian model equation.
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FWHM
Figure 4.9: Sample full width half max (FWHM) measurement for a Gaussian curve. The
width measures the distance in the x-axis between the left and right sides of the curve at
half of the curve maximum.
Table 4.1: Summary table for Gaussian peak model equation.
Fit model Gaussian










4.2.2 Gauss-Newton Optimization Method
The least squared error optimization needed to fit the peaks is solved by an unconstrained
optimization procedure. Unconstrained optimization can find the same fit as that found by
constrained optimization if the constrained optimal value is not on a constraint boundary.
However, it is possible that the unconstrained optimal solution may not be feasible, and the
resulting optimal parameters will be unrealistic for the given data or physically impossible in
this case. The advantage of the unconstrained approach is that the optimization method is
mathematically simpler and computationally more efficient, but the results must be verified
by checking for feasibility.
In optimization problems of this type, the goal is to minimize a cost function J , which
in this case is one-half of the total sum of squares of the errors between the fitted function,
f(xi, p), and the given RFU peak data, {yi}, where yi denotes the measurement data at
the xi value. Given points {(xi, yi)}ni=1 to be fitted by an equation with parameter vector







(yi − f(xi, p))2, (4.2)
and the goal is to find p∗ such that
J(p∗) ≤ J(p) ∀ p ∈ Rm.
In this discussion, it is understood that this quadratic, or least squared, error function
is one of many possible error functions that may be utilized in the optimization method.
In particular, the least squared error function is the l2-norm of the error vector, and any
other norm may be substituted [9]. However, the least squared error function (l2-norm) is
preferred because it is differentiable everywhere, and its partial derivatives are continuous.
Other error functions that have similar computational complexity should provide similar
performance.
To find the parameter vector p∗ that minimizes the cost, the Gauss-Newton method is
chosen to search for an optimum solution [8]. The vector function g(p) representing the







y1 − f(x1, p)
y2 − f(x2, p)
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‖g(p)‖ = [g(p)21 + · · · + g(p)2n]
1
2 .
The parameter vector p is updated iteratively from an initial guess using the relation




where ’k’ indicates the iteration number and ’∇’ denotes the gradient operator. ∇g(p) and
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The direction of descent is defined by −
[
∇g(pk)∇g(pk)T
]+ ∇g(pk)g(pk), and the stepsize
is determined by αk where αk ≥ 0. The ‘[· · · ]+’ operator in this expression represents the
matrix pseudoinverse [24]. The algorithm stops when the change in the sum of squared
fitting error, 4J , between successive iterations is sufficiently small or a specified maximum
number of iterations is reached.
For this application, the stepsize αk will be chosen using the Armijo rule [8]. The
advantage to this rule over other methods, such as various line minimizations, is that it tends
to be less computationally intensive, but other methods can be used [8]. The parameter
update is then defined by
pk+1 = pk + β
mksdk, (4.4)
such that mk is the smallest nonnegative integer that satisfies







∇J = ∇g(p)g(p). (4.7)
Here β, s, and σ are appropriately chosen scalars. Inequality 4.5 guarantees that the cost
is improved with each iteration by a certain factor determined by the selectable scalars
and mk. When Inequality 4.5 is satisfied, β
mksdk is the term added to update the current
optimal parameter vector. In the Armijo rule, βmks is the stepsize αk that was described
previously in Equation 4.3.
4.3 Limitations of the Gaussian Peak Model
The Gaussian peak model described in the previous sections can accurately fit ideal peak
data, but falls short of properly fitting the non-ideal peak types. A set of figures is presented
below that shows non-ideal peak types fitted with a Gaussian peak model equation.
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Figure 4.10: An example of a low amplitude peak distorted by noise. The peak shape is
highly distorted by the presence of noise and the fit does not accurately model the peak. It
is uncertain where the peak center is.
Noise peaks, narrow peaks, and saturated peaks can nominally be fitted by the Gaussian
model, but the data will require special treatment. Figure 4.10 shows a noise peak fitted
with a Gaussian curve. Because of the distortion of the raw peak shape, the Gaussian
curve is unable to accurately calculate the position of the apparent height of the peak. A
similar situation is the narrow peak shown in Figure 4.11. Although the Gaussian curve
displayed is the fit that yields the minimum error, the resultant curve does not give a good
fit. The Gaussian equation can sufficiently model these peaks to obtain their center and
height, but the method for finding the suitable model parameters needs to be adjusted, or
preprocessing of the data needs to be performed. Narrow peaks can be directly assigned
Gaussian model parameters (non-optimum) to ensure that the apparent maximum height
and position in the window correspond to the fitted height in RFU and center position
in scan units. Saturated points, being lower in height than the heights they would have
attained had the saturation not occurred, cause the fitted maximum amplitude A to be
lower than it should be as predicted from those unsaturated points lying outside the region
of saturation in the window, as shown in Figure 4.12. By excluding the saturated points
from the fit, the Gaussian model can then be used to better fit the saturated peak.
Highly asymmetric peaks and dual peaks are unsuitable for fitting by the Gaussian model
equation if a high precision of the location and height of the peak maximum or resolution
of multiple peaks is desired. The greater the skewness of the peak, the less accurate the
parameters of the symmetric Gaussian model are in describing the peak location and height.
Figure 4.13 shows a skewed peak with a Gaussian fit where forced fitting by a Gaussian
model leads to misaligned peak center positions (the point of maximum peak height).
Resolving two closely spaced peaks in a single detection window is another situation
where the Gaussian model does not fit well. Two types of dual peaks need to be considered.
The first is the -A/+A peaks with the -A peak appearing as a leading left shoulder preceding
the main +A peak, as those shown in Figure 4.14. It is the +A peak that corresponds to a
true allele; the -A peak needs to be recognized as a superfluous peak, and it should be fitted
as an independent peak so that its presence does not contribute to the fit of the +A peak.
The second dual peak type is the 9.3/10 allele pair of TH01, separated by only one base
pair. These two alleles need to be recognized as two peaks and be fitted independently from
each other, complete with their own peak center positions, maximum heights, and widths.
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Figure 4.11: Gaussian fit of a narrow peak. The fit has the minimum fitting error but does
not describe the shape of the peak properly.
Figure 4.12: Gaussian fits of two saturated peaks. The fits show that the saturated points
in the peaks should not be used when a fit is attempted; it gives a peak maximum that is
much lower than it should be based on the data points outside the saturated window.
Figure 4.13: Gaussian fit of a highly skewed peak. The fit is unable to model the apparent
height and center due to the degree of asymmetry.
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Figure 4.14: Gaussian fits of -A/+A peaks. Although the -A peak does not need to be
resolved if the +A peak can be accurately fitted, this example shows that a substantial -A
will cause a Gaussian model to be unable to find the apparent height and center of the +A
peak.
Fitting by a simple Gaussian equation gives a completely erroneous picture, as shown in
Figure 4.15.
It is clear that more advanced model equations need to be introduced to accommodate
these types of non-ideal peaks. The next section presents the advanced models selected to
fit these types of peaks and gives the mathematical properties of each.
4.4 Use of Advanced Equations to Provide Better Fits
The majority of peaks can be fitted well with a simple Gaussian model equation, but for
some non-ideal peaks, modified Gaussian models need to be considered. The non-ideal cases
that require a model other than the simple Gaussian are the asymmetric and dual peaks.
4.4.1 Asymmetric Peak Model
Asymmetry in a peak due to tailing or fronting requires the introduction of skewed mod-
els. To help reduce fitting error caused by the skewness, a two-sided Gaussian was initially
tested in the C++ implementation. This model uses two Gaussian equations with different
σ parameter values to individually model the left and right half of the peak data. The two
equations have the same peak height and center parameter values. Figure 4.16 shows an
example of the improvement using this model over that of the Gaussian fit. The misalign-
ment of the peak center and fitting error are greatly reduced. Also note that the fitted
peak positions differ by approximately one scan unit, which may be significant and lead to
an erroneous allele call of this peak. Unfortunately, this equation tends to be numerically
unstable in certain situations, so other asymmetric models were investigated.
A relatively simple equation, using a Gaussian function with a modified exponential
expression, has been found in the literature to be better in fitting skewed peaks [15]. It is
often referred to as the exponential Gaussian hybrid function and will be called the Hybrid
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Figure 4.15: Gaussian fit of 9.3/10 alleles of TH01 locus. The inability to resolve this
window into two peaks using the simple Gaussian indicates the need for a more advanced
fit model.
Figure 4.16: Two-sided Gaussian applied to a skewed peak to reduce fitting error.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.17: Example Hybrid curves that show how the change in the skewness parameter
affects the shape. (a) τ adjusted positively (tailing); A = 500, σ = 6, and xc = 60. (a) τ
adjusted negatively (fronting); A = 500, σ = 6, and xc = 60.












, σ2 + τ(x − xc) > 0;
0, σ2 + τ(x − xc) ≤ 0,
(4.8)
with
p = [A, xc, σ, τ ],
where A is the maximum peak height, xc is the peak center position, σ is a width measure,
and τ is the peak skewness parameter. The parameter τ indicates peak tailing if positive
and peak fronting if negative. A τ value of zero, representing no skewness, makes the model
equivalent to a pure Gaussian. The half width is not symmetric in skewed peaks, and the
τ parameter in conjunction with the σ must be used to calculate the FWHM. To make the
shape equivalent to the Gaussian model used in this research when τ is zero, the equation
is modified slightly from the literature (changing 2σ2 to σ2) [15]. However, the trade-off
is that this model adds a skewness measure to the parameter list, thereby increasing the
computational burden. Figure 4.17 shows the relationship of the skewness parameter to the
shape of the peak. Table 4.2 gives a summary for the Hybrid model equation.
4.4.2 Dual Peak Model
Two closely occurring peaks in the same detection window need to be resolved for -A/+A
and peaks corresponding to the 9.3/10 allele pair of the TH01 locus. This requires that
one model have the ability to fit the data inside the window as two separate peaks, with
two peak parameter sets. The previous fit types only fit one peak per window. For dual
peak fitting, a modified Gaussian equation with two terms is considered as in [25]. Each
term represents a peak, which is superimposed onto the fit given by the other term. The
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Table 4.2: Summary table for Hybrid peak model equation.
Fit model Exponential Gaussian Hybrid











, σ2 + τ(x − xc) > 0
0, σ2 + τ(x − xc) ≤ 0
Optimization parameters A, xc, σ, τ
FWHM measure
√
(ln 2τ)2 + 4 ln 2σ2
Table 4.3: Summary table for Dual Gaussian peak model equation.
Fit model Dual Gaussian












Optimization parameters A1, xc1, σ1, A2, xc2, σ2
FWHM measures 2
√
σ21 ln 2, 2
√
σ22 ln 2
two terms have independent center, width, and height parameters. The Dual peak model
is presented below.














p = [A1, xc1, σ1, A2, xc2, σ2],
where A1 and A2 are the peak maximum heights, xc1 and xc2 the peak centers, and σ1 and
σ2 the width measures of the two peaks, respectively. Note that six parameters are required
to model the peaks adequately using this approach. Figures 4.18(a) and 4.18(b) show the
versatility of the model based on these parameters. The ability to model a shouldered peak
as in -A/+A peaks is demonstrated in Figure 4.18(a) by adjusting the relative heights of the
two peaks. Different degrees of overlap are demonstrated in Figure 4.18(b) by modifying
the distance between the relative center position of the peaks. These sample overlap curves
apply to the 9.3/10 allele pair or other peaks that contain some degree of overlap. Note that
at the closest proximity shown (∆xc = 5), the Dual peak model begins to resemble a single
Gaussian peak but with a broader overall FWHM width measure. Table 4.3 summarizes
the Dual peak model.
4.4.3 Trade-Off Between Model Complexity and Improvement of Fit
As described in the literature review, there are a multitude of equations that can be used
to model peaks. Incorporation of additional parameters, however, increases the amount of
computation required to find the optimal fit. The improvement in fit must outweigh the
increase in computation to justify using a more complicated model. The use of multiple
peak models is supported in STRESP by implementing multiple fit types that can be applied
to any given peak window. Choosing which fit type to evoke for a given window of peak
data is an important issue that requires analysis of the data and results from fits. Since
all peaks processed by STRESP will first be fitted using the peak fitter, it is important to
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.18: Example dual peak curves as given by Equation 4.9 that show how the change
in parameters affect the peak shape. (a) A1 adjusted as a fraction of A2 held at 800 with
σ1 = 4, σ2 = 4, and xc1 = 55, xc2 = 65; (b) separation between xc1, xc2 adjusted, labeled
as ∆xc = xc2 − xc1, with A1 = A2 = 400 and σ1 = σ2 = 4.
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choose the fit that not only provides a suitable fit to allow for correct allele calls, but also
minimizes the amount of required computation in order to increase the throughput of the
DNA profiles interpreted by STRESP. A simple Gaussian fit will be more efficient than a
fit using the Hybrid or the Dual model, but it may not be sufficient to yield an accurate
set of peak parameters. An acceptable and suitable fit type should be automatically chosen
by the peak fitter routine by applying criteria to trigger the evoking of the next fit type
when the current fitting has been judged unsatisfactory. The next subsection will describe
the need for developing criteria and the sequential flow of peak fitting by the various peak
models.
4.5 Need for Developing Criteria for Triggering Subsequent
Fit Type and for Accepting Fit Results
The fitting processes do not have the intelligence to determine what type of model is more
appropriate to use for the given data; either the optimization step converges, or it does not.
Different fits with a variety of peak model equations acting on the same set of data produce
different outcomes. Interpretation of these results is necessary to assess if the fit returns
parameters giving a suitable fit. This includes checking the validity of the parameters and
calculating the error in the fit. Validity implies that the parameters are reasonable given
the peak window and model type. Parameters that will cause the peak center position to
fall outside the peak window should be discarded because detection windows should contain
the peak maximum height and center position within its boundaries. Interpretation of error
measurements is slightly more complicated and needs to be closely analyzed to be used
effectively. The locations of data values that contribute significantly to fitting error with
respect to peak location need to be identified in order to determine where the fit equation
fails to model the data adequately, thereby evoking the next fitting model type.
Because the location and height resulting from a fit are the most important parameters
for a peak, the peak window is split into a primary region and a secondary region. The
primary region contains points near the peak maximum and above a certain threshold, at a
fraction of the fitted peak height, while the secondary region contains all points below that
threshold. The threshold is selected to encompass the points that, if closely fitted to the
data, will provide an accurate position and maximum height for the peak.
The concept of an excursion as a measure of misfit will now be explained. An excursion
refers to a deviation of the measurement data point from its fitted counterpart on the curve.
Error envelopes, bounding the fit deviations between the measured data and fitted values,
will be developed to detect unacceptable excursions. The excursions will be divided into
two classes: primary and secondary. The error envelope for the primary region will be
tighter than the secondary region that flanks the central primary region. Excursions in
these regions will be logged and used to identify where the fitting deviations are relatively
large.
The mean squared error (MSE) of the peak fit will also be used as a measure of the
quality of fit by a specific model. MSE refers to the average sum of squared error between
the measurement data and the corresponding fitted data inside a selected window. Two
different MSE measurements will be made: a MSE across the entire peak window and a
primary MSE using just points inside the primary region. MSE gives an indication of how
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closely the fit is to the given measurement data and can be used to compare fits that use
different peak model equations. Note that other error measures could be used, as previously
discussed.
The fit quality assessment criteria utilize a heuristic approach to decide the subsequent
fit type to trigger and ultimately to accept a chosen fit. Upon inspection of the data points
in the peak detection window, certain peak fitting decisions are obvious, such as fitting peaks
that have too few points or contain saturated data. These two non-ideal peaks require direct
fit modes to accommodate the data. The development of criteria to trigger fits for other
peak types such as for asymmetric (skewed) peaks or dual peaks is more complex. In this
situation, the criteria will involve sequentially attempting the different peak model equations
(Gaussian, Hybrid, and Dual) in order of increasing complexity. As each fit model is used
to fit the data, the excursions will be used to determine the quality of fit and whether the
fit is accepted. If none of the three models is accepted, another set of decisions takes place.
The fit model from the previously mentioned three models that resulted in the least value
of MSE (assuming the parameters are valid and the optimization method converged for the
model) is accepted. If none of the models attempted can be accepted using this condition,
a direct fitting of the parameters is then performed. The specific fit types that will be used
and a more detailed description of the flow are described in Chapter 5. Variations of this
decision process are possible; this particular process has been found to work using a large
test set of peak data. Alternate decision processes and peak models may perform better or
worse, and can be used, keeping in mind that a trade-off between complexity (and hence
the time required to perform the computations) and accuracy of computed peak fittings.
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Chapter 5
Development of Peak Fitter
This chapter describes the development of the STRESP peak fitter implementation. The
initial MATLAB feasibility check and simple C++ implementation are first discussed and
compared. The design is then extended to use multiple fit models and fit types in the
description of the advanced fitter. The decision structure and software details for each part
are presented and defined.
5.1 Initial Implementation
The peak fitter was developed in stages. First, a MATLAB [3] implementation was designed
to check feasibility of fitting peaks using Gaussian-like model equations and to determine
whether optimization techniques could be applied to fitting peak data. Once feasibility
of the approach was established, a C++ implementation was written and embedded into
the STRESP program. This initial development focused on the basic peak fitting method
described in Chapter 4.
5.1.1 Determination of Feasibility of Problem Using MATLAB
The built-in routines in the MATLAB Optimization Toolbox [5] were first used to test
the feasibility of fitting peak data using the Gauss-Newton optimization method applied
to several peak model equations. The ‘lsqcurvefit’ fitting function was used to identify the
existence of a ‘best fit’ set of parameters for the peak models. This built-in function can
be set by choosing the appropriate option to use the Gauss-Newton method. Gaussian,
Lorentzian, and Gaussian-Lorentzian peak models [18] were tested with respect to their
ability to model ideal symmetric peaks. The latter two models have the ability to accom-
modate peaks with relatively higher fronting and tailing shoulder points. The forms of these
three equations are presented below. The Gaussian model is defined by the equation


















Table 5.1: Parameter summary table for Gaussian, Lorentzian, and Gaussian-Lorentzian
peak equation models used in MATLAB.
A Height of the peak
xc Center position (location) of the peak
σ Width measure for the peak
M Fraction Lorentzian (Only applies to Gaussian-Lorentzian model)
with the same parameters p = [A, xc, σ]. The Gaussian-Lorentzian model is defined by the
equation











with parameters p = [A, xc, σ,M ], where 0 ≤ M ≤ 1 is a parameter that determines the
relative weight given to the Lorentzian component of the model. The parameters for these
equations are given in Table 5.1.
In this test setup, the data used were obtained from raw ABI 310 data containing a
large number of symmetric peaks given as RFU as a function of scan unit. Raw data were
color separated, baseline corrected, detected, and grouped into data windows before fitting
by the peak models. Static windows of 20 data points were taken around detected peaks.
The optimal parameters for each equation were found using the ’lsqcurvefit’ MATLAB
optimization function, which requires a fit equation model, an initial parameter vector
guess, the scan unit values, and the RFU values of the points in a data window. The results
obtained from each of the three equation models were then compared.
Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 contain four sample peaks fitted by the Gaussian, Lorentzian,
or Gaussian-Lorentzian mix model equations, respectively. Each figure contains four fitted
peaks with the corresponding optimized model parameters, the number of iterations required
to converge, and the mean squared error of the fit for the data contained in the entire peak
window. The same four peaks are fitted by each model, and the results are summarized in
Table 5.2.
Visually, the Gaussian and Gaussian-Lorentzian models seem to fit better than the
Lorentzian model. The apparent peak height and the tails of the Lorentzian fits contain
a larger amount of error compared to the Gaussian and Gaussian-Lorentzian models, evi-
denced by the correspondingly large MSE values. The Lorentzian fit overshoots the apparent
height by close to 10% in the example fits shown. The MSE of the Gaussian-Lorentzian
model fits are lower than that of the Gaussian model, but the leading and trailing tail points
of the mix model curl upwards near the baseline. This is due to the model’s compensation
for the nonzero baseline of the peaks and results in M parameter values near two. A value
of two for M implies that the peak is a summation of a negative Gaussian of height A and
a positive Lorentzian of height 2A (see Equation 5.3 on page 33). Although this enables
a closer fit at the tails than the Gaussian, both models give similar fits at the upper part
of the peak. Since the main objective is to properly fit the peak height and position, it is
not necessary to use the more complicated Gaussian-Lorentzian mix model to achieve the
same quality of fit in the region of interest. The number of required iterations for each
model was not conclusive for deciding the time to convergence, as they all required around
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Figure 5.1: Gaussian fits using the MATLAB lsqcurvefit built-in function of four peak data
sets from raw ABI 310 data after color separation and baseline correction.
Figure 5.2: Lorentzian fits using the MATLAB lsqcurvefit built-in function of the same data
set as that shown in Figure 5.1. Note that the low lying points are not fitted well by this
model.
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Figure 5.3: Gaussian-Lorentzian mix fits using the MATLAB lsqcurvefit built-in function
of the same data set as that shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. Note the improved fit but curled
front and tail.
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Table 5.2: Summary table of MATLAB results using the Gaussian, Lorentzian, and
Gaussian-Lorentzian mix model equations to fit peak data using the Gauss-Newton method.
The data set corresponds to that used in Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. The data indicate that
the Gaussian and Gaussian-Lorentzian mix model fits produced comparable height and cen-
ter results. The Lorentzian model fits contain large MSE values compared to the other two
model fits.
Gaussian Lorentzian G/L Mix
Peak 1
A 626.709192 679.611209 633.922972
xc 10.245515 10.226900 10.243951
σ 3.164220 4.269811 7.833827
M 1.996274
its 7 10 13
MSE 320.007131 1189.057911 148.316826
Peak 2
A 758.996975 836.569543 769.015097
xc 9.898173 9.838830 9.893197
σ 3.134668 4.118039 7.700653
M 1.983134
its 13 12 12
MSE 1001.640852 1459.246701 657.806574
Peak 3
A 1445.846335 1573.495040 1454.708678
xc 10.199177 10.179805 10.199878
σ 3.157992 4.210976 8.078299
M 2.063152
its 13 10 10
MSE 914.218834 7746.843541 773.123392
Peak 4
A 1303.409294 1415.715462 1311.020502
xc 10.210821 10.180497 10.212258
σ 3.150168 4.211307 8.083299
M 2.070817
its 13 12 13
MSE 734.658052 6797.573524 635.557589
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Table 5.3: Summary table for parameters used in the Gauss-Newton method. The γ and
Max Iterations parameters are used for the stopping criteria. β, σ, and s are scalars used






twelve iterations on average. The mix model, however, requires more computations than
the Lorentzian and Gaussian models per iteration due to its additional parameters. Based
on these results, the Gaussian model was determined to be a suitable model for fitting
the ideal peaks as described in Section 4.1. It was chosen over the other two models for
its simplicity compared to the Gaussian-Lorentzian mix model and performance over the
Lorentzian model. The feasibility of using the Gauss-Newton method to fit peaks was also
established, and the proposed solution approach could then be developed in C++.
5.1.2 Basic Implementation of Gaussian Fitter Using C++
The MATLAB implementation demonstrated feasibility of the approach. Because the
STRESP expert system is written in the C++ programming language, the peak fitter
must be developed in C++ as well for integration into the expert system. A C++ im-
plementation of the Gauss-Newton method described in Section 4.2.2 was developed as a
standalone program. The code is modular so that the peak model equations can be easily
modified without changing other aspects of the implementation; the initial implementation
was carried out using the Gaussian model. The software required development of two major
parts: the Gauss-Newton algorithm and Gaussian model fitting.
The Gauss-Newton methodology is an iterative optimization method that continues until
a stopping criteria is reached. The stopping criteria was determined by either reaching a
specified maximum number of iterations or observing a small enough change in the cost,
∆J , between successive iterations. The method will continue until the inequality, ∆J > γJ ,
is no longer true, where γ represents the scaling factor (chosen by the user) applied to the
current cost. Coding the algorithm is straightforward but is slightly complicated by the
use of matrices. The update equation, Equation 4.3, requires a matrix pseudoinverse. This
was accomplished through the use of the singular value decomposition (SVD) function
that was available in the C++ Template Numerical Toolkit (TNT) using the JAMA/C++
Linear Algebra Package [4]. The pseudoinverse could then be calculated by using the
equation A+ = V Σ+UT , where V , Σ, and U are matrices from the SVD result, and Σ+
denotes the pseudoinverse of Σ. The rest of the computations are performed using the
built-in C++ math library. Table 5.3 summarizes the constants used in the Gauss-Newton
implementation. The values used for the Armijo scalars are the default parameters suggested
by Bertsekas [8]. These values are set when the method is instantiated.
The Gaussian model as described by Equation 4.1 requires its partial derivatives with
respect to each of the parameters to be also specified in the code when used with the
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Table 5.4: Comparison of Gaussian fits obtained using C++ and MATLAB. The four peaks
show negligible difference in optimized parameters.
Peak # Param MATLAB C++ % difference
1 A 626.709192 626.709195 4.30e-07
xc 10.245515 10.245515 4.45e-06
σ 3.164220 3.164220 4.56e-06
2 A 758.996975 758.996975 -9.44e-09
xc 9.898173 9.898173 -2.56e-06
σ 3.134668 3.134668 2.56e-06
3 A 1445.846335 1445.831952 -9.95e-04
xc 10.199177 10.199173 -4.03e-05
σ 3.157992 3.157925 -2.11e-03
4 A 1303.409294 1303.407114 -1.67e-04
xc 10.210821 10.210799 -2.19e-04
σ 3.150168 3.150147 -6.73e-04
Gauss-Newton method. Expressions for the partial derivatives were calculated from the
original f(x, p) function using MATLAB and then included in the C++ implementation.
The Gauss-Newton method was designed to handle equations with an arbitrary number of
parameters.
The first implementation was a standalone C++ program used to verify that the Gauss-
Newton method was correctly coded and that the Gaussian model equation was properly
integrated. The same sample data used in Section 5.1.1 for the MATLAB testing were used
to test the C++ implementation of the fitter. Fitting results are shown in Figure 5.4 and
are compared to the MATLAB results from Figure 5.1. Results shown in Table 5.4 indicate
that the C++ implementation provides comparable fitting accuracy to that of the MATLAB
routine. Parameters obtained using MATLAB and C++ for the Gaussian model are the
same to within .002%. The percentage differences in the different peaks could be due to
the MATLAB and C++ implementations potentially using different stopping criteria. The
C++ optimization terminates after fewer iterations than the MATLAB implementation for
the peaks with larger percentage difference. This could be due to the cost change ∆J as
opposed to parameter change ∆p between iterations being used for the stopping criteria
for C++ and MATLAB, respectively. The small difference in peak parameters could also
be attributed to the stepsize determination rule used. The C++ implementation uses
the Armijo rule, while the MATLAB built-in function uses a mixed quadratic and cubic
polynomial interpolation and extrapolation line search algorithm [5].
After verifying that the Gauss-Newton method implementing the Gaussian peak model
fit was properly implemented in a standalone form, it was integrated into the STRESP
application. Because STRESP is based on an object oriented design, the Gaussian fitter
was implemented as a C++ class object from a derived peak fitter class. This allows
different fit models to be easily created and incorporated by producing new derived classes
as needed.
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Figure 5.4: Gaussian fits using C++ implementation of the peak fitter. Data are the same
as that used in Figure 5.1.
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5.2 Implementation of Fitter Framework
In order to better fit the various types of peaks that will be encountered, a framework is
given that will attempt fits using different peak equation models and, based on the results,
automatically choose the best fit type for the peak. The initial implementation using the
Gaussian model could only handle symmetric ideal peaks properly. Non-ideal peaks can be
fitted but may result in large amounts of error, or in some cases do not converge. Non-ideal
peaks such as narrow, noise, and saturated peaks can still be modeled with the Gaussian
peak equation, but the optimization does not always properly identify the peak parameters
using the initial implementation. Additional peak models were described in Chapter 4 to
better model asymmetric and dual peaks. In addition to the Gaussian peak model, the
Hybrid peak model (Equation 4.8 in Section 4.4.1) and Dual peak model (Equation 4.9 in
Section 4.4.2) were added. With these three models implemented, multiple fit types were
developed to accommodate the various kinds of expected peaks in the measurement data.
The logic required to call a specific fit type and to assess the fitting results, along with the
details of each fit type, are described below.
The peak fitter framework used in STRESP incorporates multiple stages of analysis
to determine the most appropriate fit to be used for a peak. Narrow, Saturated, Default
(Gaussian), Hybrid, Dual, and Direct are the available fit types that are implemented. Four
special functions exist that contain the intelligence of the fitter in deciding the flow of the
fit logic: Check Peak, Check Fit, Revert, and Update Peak. These functions use the peak
window data and fitted parameter values obtained from the current fit type to determine
which fit type to call subsequently or which fit type to accept. The basic goal of the fitter
is to efficiently calculate a peak fit with an emphasis on the accuracy of peak center and
height parameters. The system automatically tries fits until a suitable fit is found among
the fit types that satisfies a specified set of acceptance criteria. This is done in a way to
minimize computation by performing simpler fits first. The flow diagram for the peak fitter
framework is shown in Figure 5.5. The following sections explain the flow step by step and
describe the decision that triggers a particular subsequent fit type.
5.2.1 Fit Type Functions
This section describes each of the fit types and the Check Peak, Check Fit, Update, and
Revert functions used to make flow decisions in the implementation of the framework. The
various fit types are implemented by the following functions: Narrow, Saturated, Default,
Hybrid, and Dual. An additional type, the Direct fit type is a ‘catch all’ fit performed
when none of the previously stated fits is acceptable. Figure 5.6 gives the generic flow for
the fit type functions. Each fit type uses one of the three peak model equations discussed
in Chapter 4 to model the data (Equations 4.1, 4.8, and 4.9). All of the fit types use the
Gauss-Newton optimization method to determine the final model parameters, except for the
Narrow and Direct fit types in which the parameters are directly determined algebraically
based on the peak window data. A certain amount of window data preprocessing takes
place to prepare the data for optimization depending on which fit type is being used. For
the Default fit, Hybrid fit, and Dual fit functions, the peak parameters are returned after
optimization and subsequently analyzed by the Check Fit function for acceptance. The peak
































Figure 5.5: Flow of the advanced C++ peak fitter framework. An unfitted peak data
window enters the peak fitter. An initial scan determines if a Narrow or Saturated fit is
to be performed. If not, other fits are tried in sequence until one is accepted. If none is
accepted in the first pass, the revert function chooses the best of the fits attempted so far.












Figure 5.6: Generic fit type block diagram showing the inputs and outputs of a generic fit
type. Measured data enter in a peak window; some form of preprocessing is applied to the
window, a peak model is chosen to be optimized by the Gauss-Newton method, and the
optimized peak parameters are returned.
and the conditions under which they are called and the corresponding fit results accepted
are also given.
Check Peak Function
After a peak detection window is formed, the first step in the peak fitter framework is the
initial check of the measurement data using the Check Peak function. The Check Peak
function performs a scan of the peak data to determine if either of the two special fit types
is appropriate (Narrow fit or Saturated fit). It looks among the peak data for the existence
of only a few points that lie above the peak detection threshold for a narrow peak or the
presence of saturated points in the corresponding raw electropherogram data (before color
separation) for a saturated peak. If either of these two conditions is detected, the fit type is
set to Narrow or Saturated accordingly. For all other peak types, the function determines
the ‘fit window’. The fit window is a subwindow of the peak window, containing all points
above the peak fit threshold to the left and right of the peak window maximum. The peak
fit threshold (PEAK FIT THRESH) is a parameter set in the STRESP application in order
to ignore data points that lie at the bottom N% of the peak window (with respect to the
maximum RFU value) in order to keep noisy baseline data from entering the fit, where N is
typically less than 10%. If the calculated fit window would cause the peak to be classified
as a narrow peak (too few points), then the entire peak window is used. The reduced fit
window is only used for the Default and Hybrid fits; all other fit types use the entire peak
window.
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Figure 5.7: Direct fit of a narrow peak to a Gaussian equation where the model parameters
are calculated directly from the peak data.
Narrow Peak Fit Function
When a peak window has too few points or there are not enough points in the proximity
of the peak maximum, the Check Peak function asserts that a Narrow Peak fit by a simple
Gaussian model must be performed. Peaks of this type do not contain enough information
to be properly fitted using an optimization method and must have their Gaussian model
parameters algebraically computed directly from the peak data. The height A and center
location xc assigned to the peak are the RFU and scan unit values of the peak window’s
maximum point, respectively. The peak width measure σ is calculated based on the size of
the peak window. The FWHM value is set as half of the peak window size, in scan units,






The Narrow fit is self sufficient in that it sets all peak attributes independently instead of
using the Update Peak function, which is described later. A sample Narrow fit can be seen
in Figure 5.7. Table 5.5 shows a summary of the Narrow fit.
Saturated Peak Fit Function
When the Check Peak function indicates there are saturated data, this function removes
the saturated data points (points at maximum RFU value before color separation) and
performs a fitting using the simple Gaussian model. The initial guess for the parameter
vector uses the following values: the maximum possible RFU value (8,192) for the A, half
of the window length in scan units minus one for xc, and a constant value for the σ (4 is
currently used). If there are not enough points left (6 minimum) after the saturated points
are removed or if the fitter fails to converge, a Default fit is then attempted. If the Default
fit fails to converge or results in invalid parameters, a Direct fit is then applied.
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Table 5.5: Summary table for Narrow fit.
Fit model Gaussian









Fit window All points
Table 5.6: Summary table for Saturated fit.
Fit model Gaussian









Fit window All unsaturated points
It must be stressed that saturated fits are performed merely to give an idea of what
the peak may look like visually to the user. STRESP does not use them as valid peaks
or attempt an allele call. Additionally, the Saturated peak fit will only apply to data that
are not previously color separated because the presence of saturation is only detected from
the raw electropherogram data before color separation since saturated intensity is clamped
at 8,192 RFU, the maximum detection limit by the instrument. Since the raw ABI 3100
data are already color separated, saturated data can not be detected, and this fit can not
be performed. A sample fit using the saturated fitter is shown in Figure 5.8. Although the
measurement data are distorted by the saturated points, the fitter is able to reconstruct
the peak. Table 5.6 shows a summary of the Saturated fit. This fit type is self sufficient in
that it sets all peak attributes independently instead of using the Update Peak function as
described on page 51.
Default Peak Fit Function
If the Check Peak function does not trigger a Saturated or a Narrow fit, the Default fit is
attempted next. This fit uses the Gaussian peak model and is performed first among the
family of main fit types (Default, Hybrid, and Dual) because it is the simplest. The fit
window determined in the Check Peak function is used for this fit type. Symmetric ideal
peaks can be adequately fitted by this fit type. The initial guess for the parameter vector
uses the peak window maximum value and position for A and xc, respectively. The initial
σ is given a constant value (4 is currently used). After the optimization is performed, the
quality of the fit is determined by the Check Fit function. If the Check Fit function fails or
the optimization does not converge, a Hybrid fit function is evoked next. Otherwise, the fit
is accepted and the peak attributes are set in the Update Peak function. Figure 5.9 shows
an example of fit using this routine. Table 5.7 shows a summary of the Default fit.
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Figure 5.8: Fit of a saturated peak. The saturated points are discarded in fitting and
the remaining window data points are fitted with a Gaussian model. The fitted curve
reconstructs the saturated region.
Figure 5.9: Default fit of an ideal peak by a simple Gaussian model. The fit window used
leaves out data in the lower 10% of the peak relative to the peak maximum value and allows
the optimization to closely fit the top of the peak without being negatively impacted by the
noise at the tails of the peak.
Table 5.7: Summary table for Default fit.
Fit model Gaussian









Fit window Points above PEAK FIT THRESH
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Check Fit Function
The Check Fit function is implemented after a Default, Hybrid, or Dual fit is carried out.
The purpose of the Check Fit function is to determine if the current fit is appropriate for the
given peak data. It checks first if the returned peak parameters are valid. For parameters
to be valid in Default and Hybrid fits, the peak center must be contained within the peak
window, the height must be a nonnegative value above the minimum peak height and
below the maximum possible RFU value (8,192), and the width must be under a specified
maximum threshold (σmax = 20). Dual fits use the same set of constraints and in addition
require that the two peak centers be separated by a specified number of scan units (currently
4). If any of the returned fit parameter values is invalid, then the fit type is automatically
rejected.
If all the parameters are deemed valid, error envelopes are then applied to detect the
presence of unacceptable excursions in the residuals between the fitted and the measured
peak data. Because the center and height are the most important characteristics to ex-
tract, two error excursion envelope bounds are established, based on the maximum peak
height. The objective is to penalize more excursions occurring in the region of the peak
closer to the peak maximum. The primary fit zone is determined by a parameter speci-
fying the percentage of the top of the peak to include in the primary region (The default
is the top 40% of the peak set by the PEAK PRIM FIT ZONE parameter). All points
equal to or above this threshold are considered primary and all points less than the thresh-
old are considered secondary. Each zone has an independently specified error envelope
parameter (PEAK PRIM ERR ENV and PEAK SEC ERR ENV). This gives the system
the ability to enforce a tighter bounding envelope on the primary points in the peak for
a closer fit and place less emphasis on the fits of the tailing points. Excursions that oc-
cur in the primary region and left and right secondary regions are all recorded separately.
Note that instead of using primary and secondary regions, Dual fits use a single constant
bounding envelope across the entire window bounded by the split peak envelope parameter
(PEAK SPLIT ENVELOPE).
Figure 5.10 shows a sample Default fit and its corresponding residual and error envelopes.
If there are no excursions beyond the bounding envelope, as in this example, the peak
parameters and fit type will be accepted. If any unacceptable excursions are detected, the
fit is deemed inappropriate and the next fit type function will be evoked and attempted.
In addition to checking validity of the parameters and detecting unacceptable excur-
sions, Check Fit also determines the disposition of the ‘Split’ flag and calculates the MSE
measurement. When Check Fit is applied to the Default fit parameters, the Split flag
setting will be determined to indicate if a Dual fit should be attempted. This flag will
be set if the fitted peak window maximum RFU value is greater than the minimum dual
height threshold parameter (PEAK MFIT THRESHOLD) and the number of alternating
(in sign) envelope excursions is less than the maximum number allowed (specified by the
PEAK MAX EXCURSIONS parameter). These two parameters, described in detail in
Section 5.2.2, are used to prevent the Dual fit from being triggered on small or noisy peak




Figure 5.10: Error and error bounding envelopes for a sample peak. The top part of
the figure shows a peak window fitted using a Gaussian model. The bottom contains the
corresponding residual between the fitted and the original points.
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Figure 5.11: Hybrid fit of a skewed peak. The fit window used leaves out data in the lower
10% of the peak relative to the peak maximum value and allows the optimization to closely
fit the top of the peak without being negatively impacted by the noise at the tails of the
peak.
Hybrid Peak Fit Function
Although the Gaussian model provides a good general fit for the majority of peaks, peaks
with asymmetric characteristics require a different model. The Hybrid model described in
Section 4.4.1 is used in this fit type to improve the fit when a Default fit fails. Similar to
the Default fit, the Hybrid fit uses the fit window that was determined by the Check Fit
Function. The initial guess for the parameter vector uses the peak window maximum value
and the position for A and xc, respectively. The initial σ is given a constant value (4 is
currently used). After the optimization step converges, the Check Peak function is again
used to determine if the fit is acceptable. If Check Fit determines the peak fit is good, the
peak attributes are set by the Update Peak function, and the fitting is complete. If Check
Fit fails, a Dual fit will automatically be performed next if the Split flag was also set by
the Check Fit function after the Default fit. Otherwise, the Revert Function will be called
to review all previous fits and pick the best from them as the final fit.
A sample peak fitted by the Hybrid fit is shown in Figure 5.11, in which the asymmetry
parameter τ is found to be −0.6 indicating a longer left shoulder. Table 5.8 gives a summary
for the Hybrid fit.
Dual Peak Fit Function
Dual peak fitting is required to resolve -A/+A peaks and to separate 9.3/10 allele pair
peaks at the TH01 locus in which both are separated by only one base pair. The previous
fit types can only handle one peak per window. This function uses the dual peak model
described in Section 4.4.2 and is evoked when the Check Fit function determines that the
data in the window meet the split criteria. However, the Dual fit will then only be performed
if both the Default and the Hybrid fits have been evoked and failed. The actual flow of
the Dual fit requires two separate prior regular Gaussian fits to acquire two sets of initial
parameters in order for the dual fitter to commence iteration. To start the two regular
Gaussian fits, a sub-window of the peak window is formed by collecting all points that
are monotonically decreasing away from the window’s maximum (to the left and right).
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Table 5.8: Summary table for Hybrid fit.
Fit model Exponential Gaussian Hybrid











, σ2 + τ(x − xc) > 0
0, σ2 + τ(x − xc) ≤ 0
Optimization parameters p = [A, xc, σ, τ ]
FWHM measure
√
(ln 2τ)2 + 4 ln 2σ2
Fit window Points above PEAK FIT THRESH
Table 5.9: Summary table for Dual fit.
Fit model Gaussian


















Fit window All points
This is intended to identify and separate the larger of the peaks in the window. After
performing a Gaussian fit using only the points in this sub-window, the fitted points as
predicted by the model are then subtracted from the data points in the original window.
With the major peak subtracted off, a second Gaussian fit is performed on the resultant
data over the whole window. The intention is that the residual will correspond to the minor
or smaller peak. These fits will not accurately extract the correct dual peak parameters, but
they will provide a good starting point for the subsequent Dual fit. After the optimization
is performed using the calculated initial parameters as the starting points, the Check Fit
function determines whether the Dual fit results are acceptable. If the parameters are valid
and there are no excursions based on the split peak boundary envelope determined by the
PEAK SPLIT ENVELOPE parameter, the Update Peak function separates the peaks into
two Gaussian modeled peaks; otherwise it is sent to the Revert Function. Two sample Dual
peak fits can be seen in Figures 5.12 and 5.13 showing fits for -A/+A and TH01 9.3/10
peak data, respectively. Table 5.9 gives a summary of the Dual fit.
Revert Function
In the event that none of the fit types of Default, Hybrid, and Dual fits is initially accepted
by the Check Fit function, the Revert function takes action. This function looks at the
previous fits and attempts to choose the best one.
The peak fit that has converged, resulted in valid parameters, and has the lowest MSE
measurement is chosen as the best fit. For parameters to be valid in Default and Hybrid fits,
the peak center must be contained within the peak window, the height must be nonnegative
with its value above the minimum peak height threshold (specified by the PEAK THRESH
parameter) and below the maximum possible RFU value (8,192), and the width must be
under a maximum threshold (currently 20). Dual fits use the previous constraints and in
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Figure 5.12: Dual fit of a -A/+A set of peaks in which two Gaussian curves with separate
peak maximum, center, and width measure are applied to fit the data. The solid line
in-between the peaks indicates the peak window boundary between the two peaks.
Figure 5.13: Dual fit of TH01 9.3/10 allele peaks in which two Gaussian curves with separate
peak maximum, center, and width measure are applied to fit the data. The solid line in-
between the peaks indicates the peak window boundary between the two peaks.
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Table 5.10: Attributes assigned by Update Peak function.
Attribute Description
fit type Ultimate fit type used for the peak
height Fitted height of the peak in RFU
center Fitted center of the peak (location) in scan units
σ Fitted width for the peak
τ Fitted skew for the peak (Zero for non Hybrid fits)
wFWHM Calculated FWHM value
iterations Number of iterations required to converge
area Calculated peak area
addition require that the two peak centers be separated by a minimum number of scan units
(currently 4) and that the MSE be improved from the other fits by a certain percentage
(specified by the PEAK SPLIT IMP parameter). Note that the Revert function is active
only after all the fits attempted previously have failed to be accepted by the Check Fit
function. The Revert function is deciding which is the “best of the worst” fit for the given
peak data. If none of the peak fits is chosen to be the ‘best’ by the Revert function, a Direct
fit will then be performed on the data as a last resort. Otherwise, one of the fits is chosen,
and the peak is updated appropriately using the Update Peak function.
Update Peak Function
This function updates the peak attributes based on the peak type accepted by the Check Fit
or the Revert function (Default, Hybrid, or Dual). The function uses the peak parameters
from the optimization and extracts and calculates all of the pertinent values. For Dual fits,
it creates a second peak and splits the main window into two with a subwindow boundary
at halfway between their peak centers. A summary of the attributes set by this function is
given in Table 5.10.
Direct Peak Fit Function
Direct fitting is the last type of peak attempted by the fitter. This type of fit is performed
on data that have resulted in unacceptable results for all other fit types attempted. The
Gaussian model is applied and the parameter values are chosen based on the basic charac-
teristics found by scanning the peak window. The height and center location are the RFU
and scan unit value of the window data maximum, respectively. The FWHM is set as half






This routine does not utilize an optimization step. Test results show that the majority
of the peaks that are fitted with this method are noise peaks that just barely rise above
the peak threshold. The Direct peak fit is self sufficient in that it sets all peak attributes
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Figure 5.14: Direct fit of peak data. Parameters directly assigned based on the maximum
point in the window and the window size.
independently instead of using the Update Peak function. A sample Direct fit can be
observed in Figure 5.14. Table 5.11 shows a summary of the Direct fit.
5.2.2 Fitter Configuration Parameters
The peak fitter uses a set of heuristically derived criteria that mimic the processes a human
expert would use to decide the fit type to apply and accept. These parameters are used
among all the Fit type functions. The criteria may be tuned by adjusting the values of a
set of configuration parameters to control the stringency of the decision process. Table 5.12
shows the set of configuration parameters that have been developed, along with their default
values. A description of each parameter is presented below.
PEAK THRESH - Sample peak detection threshold. This is the minimum allowable
height in RFU for a peak height. Peaks with fitted heights that fall below this height
after a fit is accepted are discarded. This is checked outside of peak fitting framework.
PEAK FIT THRESH - Peak fit threshold (fraction of maximum height). When applied
to the apparent RFU maximum of a peak window, all points below this fraction of
the maximum height are ignored when fitting. This parameter enables the Default
and Hybrid fits to exclude noisy baseline data from the fit, resulting in a tighter fit
at the top of the peak.
PEAK MFIT THRESHOLD - Minimum peak height in RFU in the whole data win-
dow for Dual fit attempt. This keeps small amplitude noise peaks from improperly
triggering Dual fits.
PEAK MAX EXCURSIONS - Maximum number of alternating peak envelope excur-
sions allowed to consider a Dual fit. This keeps noisy peaks from improperly triggering
Dual fits. Alternating excursions imply that the residual between the fitted peak data
and the measurement peak data change signs for adjacent data points.
PEAK PRIM FIT ZONE - Primary fit zone for the peak (fraction of maximum height
in the peak window). Points equal to or above the threshold are considered primary
points and points below the threshold are secondary points. This value separates
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Table 5.11: Summary table for Direct fit.
Fit model Gaussian









Fit window All points
Table 5.12: Default analysis parameters for the peak fitter. They can be adjusted in the
application to modify the behavior of the fitter.
Parameter Description Default Range
PEAK THRESH Sample peak detection thresh-
old in RFU
50 ≥ 0
PEAK FIT THRESH Peak fit threshold 0.10 [0, 1]
PEAK MFIT THRESHOLD Minimum peak height in RFU
for Dual fit attempt
300 ≥ 0
PEAK MAX EXCURSIONS Maximum number of alternat-
ing peak envelope excursions
allowed (for dual)
6 ≥ 0
PEAK PRIM FIT ZONE Primary fit zone for the peak 0.40 [0, 1]
PEAK PRIM ERR ENV Primary error envelope factor
in primary fit region
0.05 [0, 1]
PEAK SEC ERR ENV Secondary error envelope fac-
tor in secondary fit region
0.10 [0, 1]
PEAK SPLIT ENVELOPE Error envelope used for whole
peak window in Dual Fits
0.10 [0, 1]




the peak window for analysis of error bounding using the primary and secondary
envelopes. This parameter is used in the determination to see if a fit is acceptable.
PEAK PRIM ERR ENV - Primary error envelope factor in the primary fit region.
Residuals between the fitted peak data and the measurement peak data exceeding
this fraction of the peak height are considered primary excursions. Primary excursions
are weighted more in determining the accuracy of the peak center and height, so this
value should be smaller than or equal to the secondary error envelope factor value.
PEAK SEC ERR ENV - Secondary error envelope factor in the secondary fit region
as a percentage of the peak maximum. Residuals between the fitted peak data and
the measurement peak data exceeding this fraction of the peak height are considered
secondary excursions. This envelope is applied to the points inside the secondary
region. This value should be set to a larger value than the primary error envelope
factor value.
PEAK SPLIT ENVELOPE - Error envelope factor used for whole peak window in
Dual Fits. Residuals between the fitted peak data and the measurement peak data
exceeding this fraction of the maximum of the peak heights are considered excursions.
Typically this value is set to the secondary error envelope value, but it can be adjusted
for refinement of Dual Fit performance.
PEAK SPLIT IMP - Split peak fit square error factor (fraction improvement). This
is the fraction by which the mean square error must improve from the previously
attempted fits to have a Dual fit be accepted when reverting. Any peak fit can be
improved by modeling with two Gaussian peaks due to a larger number of model
parameters to optimize over. This minimum improvement factor is used to prevent





This chapter presents the results and discussion from the testing of the peak fitter frame-
work. It provides a description of the application of the peak fitter framework to a large
data set, including the application parameters used, peak attributes recorded, and data
used. Results also contain a comparison between the fitting results of peaks fitted by the
fitter framework with the automatic flow of fit type decisions and a simple Gaussian fitter.
Statistics on the peak fitter framework performance on a large data set (15,000+ peaks) are
also given. Tabular and graphical results of the fitter performance are included. Limitations
and problems encountered are discussed.
6.1 Applying the Peak Fitter Framework Using a Large Data
Set
Results reported in this chapter are collected from the software implementation of the peak
fitter framework, as described in Chapter 5, that is integrated into the STRESP expert
system. All figures are extracted from the STRESP graphical interface unless otherwise
noted, and all peak attribute information is obtained through a peak export utility function.
This export utility outputs all desired peak attributes to a text file for analysis. Table 6.1
lists the attributes that are obtained from the peak export file.
The fitter configuration parameters as described in Section 5.2.2 were set at their default
values for the study. These parameter values have been listed in Table 5.12. A large set of
peak data from COfiler and Profiler Plus runs was fitted by the framework.
6.2 Evaluating the Effectiveness of the Design
The appropriateness of using advanced model equations was first evaluated by a comparison
of the results of the full fitter framework to a simple Gaussian fitter based on a large data set.
A set of basic statistics that quantify fitter performance on the test data is also described.
Sample figures demonstrating the advantages of using the framework with decision logic
over a simple Gaussian fitter are given. The full fitter framework and simple Gaussian fitter
will be abbreviated as FFF and SGF, respectively.
Table 6.2 summarizes the statistics and supports the claim that the FFF has a superior
performance. The first value to notice is the total number of peaks successfully fitted by
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Table 6.1: Peak attributes obtained from the STRESP peak export function, after applying
the peak fitter framework on a peak.
Attribute Description




revert Flag indicating if fit selection is reverted
fit type Type of accepted fit used on peak
iterations Number of iterations for fit to converge
size Size in base pairs
center Fitted peak center location (scan units)
height Fitted peak maximum height (RFU)
FWHM Full width half max (scan units)
skewness Measure of τ in Equation 4.8
area Calculated area of peak
MSE Mean squared error
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Table 6.2: List of basic statistics of fit outcomes from the SGF and FFF on 20,834 peak
windows.
Attribute SGF FFF
number of peaks successfully fitted 16598 17377
maximum iterations 501 399
average iterations 7.7886 8.3261
maximum MSE 1892480 1199540
average MSE 2.9490e+03 1.4882e+03
maximum width 100.6610 45.9451
average width 5.9622 5.8599
maximum height 4.9527e+04 1.5232e+04
average height 1.0248e+03 998.4727
each approach. The SGF was able to fit 779 fewer peaks than the FFF, while both fitters
receive 20,834 peak data windows. This is due to the SGF’s inability to resolve dual peaks
and properly fit low amplitude noise peaks. The peak parameters generated by the FFF
also are more realistic in peak height and width. In contrast, the SGF produces for some
peaks unrealistic maximum values of a 100 scan unit width (too wide) and a 49,000 RFU
peak height (much too tall). The average values between the two fitters are similar, with
the exception of the average MSE, which is twice as high in the SGF compared to the FFF.
This implies that the fits are generally tighter in the FFF fitted peaks. Although these
values indicate trends in fitting by the two approaches for the data set as a whole, they are
not as useful in indicating the improvement in fit for each type of peak using the FFF. The
next few paragraphs describe differences between the fits by the SGF and those by the FFF
with respect to their performance in fitting various peak types.
Sample fits by both the FFF and SGF are given for each type of ideal and non-ideal
peak as those described in Section 4.1. These figures show examples of the various fit types
that were implemented in the FFF and the improvement over that of a pure Gaussian fit.
The first set of figures contains fit types using the direct Gaussian fit decided by the
FFF and the simple Gaussian fit in the SGF. Although a Gaussian model is used in both the
FFF and SGF for these sample peaks, the peak data pre-check and optimal peak parameter
validity checking in the FFF allow for the choice of a better fit of the given data by the
resultant Gaussian model of the FFF with a different set of model parameters. A narrow
peak with a window containing too few points, in this case only three points, is first shown
in Figure 6.1. The SGF minimizes the error by fitting the points in the window but fails
to model the actual peak shape (Figure 6.1(a)). The direct assignment of numerical values
to narrow peaks’ Gaussian model parameters by the FFF allows the fit to more closely
model the apparent peak maximum height and center location (Figure 6.1(b)). Figure 6.2
demonstrates the advantage of directly fitting noisy low amplitude peak data by a Gaussian
model. The data contained in the peak window shown in this example cause the SGF fit
to converge on parameters that are unrealistic (invalid). By directly assigning values to
the parameters for this noise peak, the fit is better able to identify the peak height and
center. An example of a saturated peak fitted by the FFF and SGF is given in Figure 6.3.




Figure 6.1: Comparison of SGF to FFF for a narrow peak with too few points where the
FFF properly evoked a Narrow fit. (a) The resulting SGF fit contains low fitting error but
fails to model the peak height and position. (b) The resulting FFF fit is able to properly




Figure 6.2: Comparison of SGF to FFF for a low amplitude noise peak where the FFF
properly evoked a Direct fit. (a) The resulting SGF fit converges on parameter values
outside of the peak window. (b) The resulting FFF fit is able to effectively find the peak




Figure 6.3: Comparison of SGF to FFF for a saturated peak where the FFF properly
evoked the Saturated fit type. (a) The resulting SGF fit contains a low height due to the
inclusion of the distorted saturated points. (b) The resulting FFF fit is able to reconstruct
the saturated peak by discarding the points that were saturated in the raw data.
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Table 6.3: Statistics for the final fit types for all peaks in the study (17,377 peak fits).
Fit Type Avg. # Iterations
to Convergence
# of Occurrences Percent of Total
Total 8.3 17377 100.00
Direct 0.0 350 2.01
Default 5.5 12709 73.14
Hybrid 23.6 2799 16.11
Dual 10.7 716 4.12
Saturated 17.7 61 0.35
Narrow 0.0 742 4.27
allows the fitter to reconstruct a reasonable peak shape in the missing region. In contrast,
the SGF fit of the data gives a height more than 10,000 RFU below that of the FFF fit
because the saturated points are directly included in the data used by the fitter and bias
the resultant peak height toward a much lower value.
The next set of figures show the ability of the FFF to evoke a more advanced peak type
to fit data with asymmetric and dual peaks. The improvement in the fit of asymmetric
peaks is displayed in Figure 6.4. The peak center position is improved by 0.75 scan units
and the height is improved by 12 RFU. These differences are relatively small, but even
a slight difference in the position and height of a peak can sometimes result in the wrong
identification of an allele after the STRESP expert rules are applied. A similar improvement
occurs in the resolution of -A/+A dual peaks as shown in Figure 6.5, which shows that two
peaks (as they should be) are used to model the data in the overall data window which
exhibit a pronounced left shoulder hump due to the presence of the -A peak. An essential
ability that the fitter must possess is the ability to resolve overlapped peaks (when both
peaks represent true alleles). Figure 6.6 shows a fit of a data window containing the 9.3/10
allele peaks of the TH01 locus. In this type of situation, the inability to separate the peaks
will cause more than just fitting error. The inability of the SGF to resolve the data into
the two component peaks may cause DNA ladders to fail to be properly called or peaks to
be completely missed.
6.3 Statistics of Peak Fitting Results
The statistics from applying the fitter framework to over fifteen thousand peaks have been
analyzed to determine the ability of the framework to satisfactorily fit real STR DNA data.
The following discussion summarizes the statistics. The peak fits are discussed as a whole
and then divided into two sets: regular fits and reverted fits. A regular fit refers to the fit
that is accepted by the fitter framework after the fit type is evoked for the first time. A
reverted fit refers to the fit type that is chosen from among all of the previously attempted
fit types only after all of the fit types have failed to be accepted the first time each is evoked.
Table 6.3 gives the distribution of the final chosen fit types for all 17,377 peaks fitted
in this study. It is evident that the majority of the peaks, 73%, are fitted satisfactorily by




Figure 6.4: Comparison of SGF to FFF fits for a skewed peak where the FFF properly
chooses a Hybrid fit. (a) The resulting SGF fit has peak height and position values that
deviate from the apparent height and maximum due to the peak skewness. (b) The resulting
FFF fit is able to model the skewness of the peak using the Hybrid model. The peak height




Figure 6.5: Comparison of SGF to FFF for a -A/+A peak where the FFF properly evoked
a Dual fit. (a) The resulting SGF fit has peak height and position values that deviate from
the apparent height and maximum due to the -A peak. (b) The resulting FFF fit is able to
properly identify and resolve the -A and +A peaks. The accuracy of the +A peak height




Figure 6.6: Comparison of SGF to FFF fits for a dual peak where the FFF properly evoked
a Dual fit. This window contains 9.3/10 alleles of the TH01 locus. (a) The resulting SGF
fit is unable to resolve the two peaks into its two components. (b) The resulting FFF fit
splits the dual peak separating the window into its two component peaks.
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Table 6.4: Statistics for the fit types for all regular peaks in the study. The Default, Hybrid,
and Dual fits make up 12,565 of the total 17,377 peaks, or 72.3%. The Saturated and Narrow
fits comprise 803 out of the total 17,377 peaks, or 4.6%.
Fit Type Avg. # Iterations
to Converge
# of Occurrences Percent of Total
Total 5.9 13368 100.00
Direct - 0 0.00
Default 5.3 11421 85.44
Hybrid 23.8 460 3.44
Dual 10.1 684 5.12
Saturated 17.7 61 0.46
Narrow 0.0 742 5.55
the chosen fit type for 16% of the peaks. The Dual fit, which provides the ability to resolve
overlapping peaks, was the chosen fit for 4% of the peaks. The Narrow and Direct fit types
comprised 4.3% and 2%, respectively of the total peak fits. The Saturated fit, which is only
performed on the small amount of saturated data in the data set, was performed less than
1% of the time.
The statistics are further broken down to give insight into the quality of the fit that was
obtained for each fit type. Dividing the count of each fit type into regular and reverted fits
allows more specific conclusions to be drawn. Table 6.4 contains the distribution statistics
for the regular fits. These peak fits, with the exception of the Narrow and Saturated peaks,
were accepted based on the peaks being able to be fitted by the respective fit type the
first time it is evoked. This implies that the peak data are of high quality (fit residuals
are within error envelope bounds), exhibiting very little unusual behavior that cannot be
captured adequately by the respective peak model evoked. Overall, 72.3% of all peaks were
fitted successfully under this criteria for the Default, Hybrid, and Dual fits combined. The
quality of these peaks should be considered good because the center region of the peak
(primary region) is within 5% of the primary envelope bound and the outside region of
the peak (secondary region) is within 10% of the secondary error envelope bound on the
initial attempt of the respective fit for Default and Hybrid fits, or 10% across the whole
window for Dual fits. Saturated and Narrow fits are not included in this percentage count
since they are not accepted based on their fit merit but evoked directly after Check Peak
determines that they are the appropriate fit type based on the condition of the data. These
statements do not imply that the other 27.7% of peak fits were unsuccessful, only that the
peaks exhibit some characteristics that cannot be described well by the respective model
equation along with the imposed acceptance criteria. However, these remaining peaks may
still be adequately modeled by the final peak type chosen by the Revert function.
The reverted fits are a result of the Default, Hybrid, and possibly Dual fits containing
excursions beyond the specified error envelope bounds, thereby failing to meet the fit accep-
tance criteria. Dual fits are only performed when a peak window matches the split criteria
as set by the Check Fit function, refer to Section 5.2.1. The Revert function then chooses
the best of these three fits previously attempted, based on the one with the minimum MSE
value. If none of the fit types converged or resulted in valid parameters, then the Direct
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Table 6.5: Statistics for the fit types for all reverted peaks in the study. The reverted peaks
make up 4,009 out of the total 17,377 peak fits attempted, or 23.1%
Fit Type Avg. # Iterations
to Converge
# of Occurrences Percent of Total
Total 16.4 4009 100.00
Direct 0.0 350 8.73
Default 7.7 1288 32.13
Hybrid 23.5 2339 58.34
Dual 23.4 32 0.80
Saturated - 0 0.00
Narrow - 0 0.00
fit function is called. The distribution of the fit types as a result of having triggered the
Revert function is shown in Table 6.5. This table indicates that 90% of the reverted fits
settle on the Default and Hybrid fit types. Note that the large percentage of Hybrid peaks
results from the increased variability of the Hybrid model over the Gaussian model. Low
amplitude peaks can often be better fitted with this model. Additionally, asymmetry in real
peak data is sometimes not perfectly modeled by the Hybrid equation, and small amplitude
excursions may have occurred, even if the overall fit is fairly good. Less than 10% of the
reverted peaks required a Direct fit of the peak. A smaller number of Direct fits is desirable
since the Direct fit does not use an optimization to find its parameters. Only a very small
number of dual peaks were the chosen fit type by the Revert function (less than 1%), which
is expected since reverting to a dual fit requires a reduction of at least 40% in the MSE
compared to the Default and Hybrid fits.
Because the reverted fits are chosen from the ”best of the worst” previously attempted
fits, it is difficult to determine their quality based on these statistics alone. Many of the fits
contained in this set are peaks that contain a single excursion due to a noisy data point or
a peak shape that slightly deviates from the models’ ability to accommodate it. Therefore,
being a reverted peak does not automatically imply that the peak has something wrong
with it or that the chosen model fit is not appropriate.
Figure 6.7 shows the distribution of reverted peaks with respect to their peak height to
see if they can be low amplitude noise peaks. Noise peaks usually exhibit inconsistent peak
data patterns that render a fit by an analytical model equation difficult. The majority of
reverted peaks (around 95%) are found to be under 300 RFU in height compared to an
average peak height of 1,000 in this study. Figure 6.8 shows the respective distributions for
each fit type reverted to (Default, Hybrid, Dual, and Direct). These distributions illustrate
that the Gaussian and Hybrid reverted peaks are typically around a few hundred RFU
while Direct peaks are generally under 100 RFU. As a comparison, the distributions for the
regular peaks (including Saturated and Narrow fits) are given in Figures 6.9 and 6.10. It
can be observed that the majority of regular peaks are above a few hundred RFU, with
the average being closer to 1,000 RFU.
It can be seen that, in both the reverted and regular peaks, the directly fitted peaks
(Narrow and Direct fits) are predominately very small in peak height. These generally
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Figure 6.7: Peak height distribution for all reverted peaks. The y-axis indicates the cumu-
lative fraction of peaks that are below the corresponding peak height value shown in the
x-axis. Among all reverted peaks, approximately 70% are under 100 RFU in height, 90%
under 200 RFU, and 95% under 300 RFU. This indicates that the majority of peaks that
are reverted are relatively small in amplitude and may be noise peaks in nature.
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Figure 6.8: Peak height distribution for reverted peaks of each fit type. The y-axis indicates
the cumulative fraction of peaks that are below the corresponding peak height value shown
in the x-axis. The majority Direct fits fall between 50 and 100 RFU, where the Gaussian
and Hybrid fits are predominately under 300 RFU. Dual peaks, which represent only a
small number of the reverted peaks, are higher in height and require an improvement over
the Hybrid and Default fits in MSE in order to be chosen as the final fit type.
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Figure 6.9: Peak height distribution for all regular peaks. The y-axis indicates the cumu-
lative fraction of peaks that are below the corresponding peak height value shown in the
x-axis. Compared to the reverted peaks, the average height of the regular peaks is much
higher. The height average is close to 1,000 RFU as compared to less than 100 RFU for
reverted peaks.
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Figure 6.10: Peak height distribution for regular peaks of each fit type. The y-axis indicates
the cumulative fraction of peaks that are below the corresponding peak height value shown
in the x-axis. The Narrow fits have very small heights in RFU and the Saturated fits
very large heights in RFU, as would be expected. The Default, Hybrid, and Dual fits fall
somewhere in the middle.
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Table 6.6: Effect of increasing the peak height threshold on the percentage of high quality
fits. Considering all peaks (50 RFU height threshold) results in 72.3% of the data being of
high quality fit. Raising the threshold to 200 RFU increases this to 95%.








correspond to the noise peaks that just barely exceed the 50 RFU peak detection threshold.
Most of these are not true peaks and can be ignored.
To test this postulate, an analysis was performed with the peak detection threshold
raised from 50 to 200 RFU. Of the 17,377 peaks, 12,407 (71.4%) were found to be greater
than 200 RFU in height. Of the 12,565 high quality fits (Default, Hybrid, and Dual), 11,863
are over 200 RFU. This means that 11,863/12,407, or 95.6%, of the peaks with peak height
above 200 RFU are non-noise peaks and have high quality peak characteristics, all of which
are able to be fitted well the first time that the appropriate peak type is evoked. With
increasingly higher peak detection thresholds, an increasingly higher percentage of peaks
are found to be of high quality. Results are shown in Table 6.6.
6.4 Limitations of the Designed Fitter Framework
Although the fitting framework generally works well, especially as the minimum peak thresh-
old in RFU is raised, there are situations in which it does not function as desired. Small
peaks and occasional spikes may not be fitted ideally but at least can be assigned peak
parameters that generally describe the peak. Figure 6.11 shows an example of a noise peak
that results in a highly skewed Hybrid fit by the fitter framework. Although a Gaussian
curve may visually model the peak slightly better, the Hybrid model gave a lower fitting
error as measured by MSE values. Peaks as that in Figure 6.12 show the limitation of
direct fitting (both Direct and Narrow fit types) to yield peak parameters based directly
on the data contained in the window. The width assigned is too large for the peak given;
however, the peak maximum height and position values appear to be appropriate. A more
problematic issue is possible false triggering and accepting inappropriate fit types. Fig-
ure 6.13 shows an example of a highly skewed peak, which has been fitted and resolved
into two peaks by the peak fitter framework because data met the split peak criteria and
were best fitted by the Dual peak model with respect to the specified fitting configuration
parameter settings (see Section 5.2.2). Upon visual inspection, it is difficult to conclude if
this peak can be regarded instead as a highly asymmetric peak. Unpredictable spikes or
other anomalous peaks can also result in poor fit, as seen in Figure 6.14
Some of the less desirable fits, especially those of low amplitude noise peaks, are a result
of the peak window that is given to the peak fitter by the peak detector functionality.
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Figure 6.11: Noise peak resulting in highly skewed peak fit.
Figure 6.12: Wide fitting of a narrow peak. Although the apparent peak height and center
are fit well, the width is fitted too high based on the Direct fit using the size of the peak
window to calculate the width.
Figure 6.13: Dual fit performed on a highly asymmetric peak. It is difficult to tell what
type of fit is appropriate for this peak.
Figure 6.14: Poorly fitted spike peak. The small number of points and highly atypical peak
shape cause this type of peak to be difficult to model with any of the given peak models.
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For a given peak, the detector must gather a suitable number of points to represent that
peak for the fitter to function well. If too few points are collected into the data window,
the resulting fit may not adequately represent the peak’s shape. If too many points are
collected, the peak fitter may attempt to fit data not associated with the real peak or to
fit too many peaks present in the window. A balance between the detector and the fitter
must exist. It should be noted that these non-desirable fits are in the minority and often
are easily reconciled upon inspection by a human. If they occur too often, then they may
be the result of poor quality data from bad experimental runs. Criteria developed for
acceptance of peak fits and triggering of the next fit type are heuristic and can be tuned
to accommodate different types of data. Fitter configuration parameters can be changed
to trigger dual fits more conservatively if false Dual fits occur frequently. The parameters
also govern to what degree of error fits are accepted. However, tuning guidelines for these
parameters are complicated and better tuning rules or additional peak models may result
after further study.
6.5 Summary
This chapter presented peak fitting results by the fitting framework on a large data set. It
was found that most of the test data were fitted with satisfactory results. The Gaussian
model was able to accurately fit the majority of the data, but the Hybrid and Dual models
were utilized to produce results better than that of a simple Gaussian fitter. Statistics show
that peaks that resulted from reversion or special fits were in the minority and usually had
relatively low amplitude. Some limitations of the framework do exist and were discussed.
Tuning of the heuristic criteria is not clear cut, and further study may be useful.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
The objective of this research was to develop a peak fitting framework to properly fit STR
DNA peak data for subsequent calling of alleles. This framework is essential for the correct
operation of the STRESP expert system under development, requiring the development
of multiple fit types with various fit model equations to accommodate the variety of peak
data that is expected. The framework also includes criteria for deciding which fit type to
attempt next and ultimately to accept. This document presented the problem formulation,
the solution approaches, implementation details, and test results of the developed peak
fitter framework.
Nonlinear fitting with a variety of peak model equations formed the basis for the fitting.
The Gaussian peak model was able to sufficiently fit the majority of the peaks, but non-ideal
peaks required more advanced models. Two additional models were utilized, Hybrid and
Dual, for the fitting of asymmetric and dual peaks, respectively. Fit types were developed
to accommodate specialty peaks, such as narrow and saturated peaks. The flow of the
fitting involved a sequential trying of different fits, until one was deemed acceptable based
on a set of heuristic criteria. The concepts of error bounding envelopes and excursions were
introduced as part of the criteria for triggering the next fit type. If no fit was accepted on
the first pass, the fit would be reverted to the best of the fits previously tried. If still no fit
could be used, the peak would be fitted directly without an optimization step.
Over fifteen thousand peaks were fitted using the fitter framework, and results were
analyzed. Results indicated that among all peak data, 70% of the peaks could be fitted
satisfactorily using one of the three models on the first attempt (Default, Hybrid, or Dual).
This does not imply that the remaining peaks are necessarily problematic, only that they
did not meet the tight acceptance criteria required by the framework. Reverted peaks are
often good fits also but are not accepted on the first pass due to some atypical characteristic
in the data. Quality of fit on smaller peaks, or of the special fit types, is more difficult to
assess.
Limitations were observed with the developed peak fitter framework. False triggering of
the Dual peak fit resulted in resolution of some highly skewed peaks into two separate peaks.
Peaks with strange morphologies also posed problems to the fitter, such as spike peaks.
However, apparently improper fits do not necessarily imply failure of the fitting framework,
as most of the poorly fitted peaks are not regarded as valid allele peaks. Refinement of the
peak detector function may address some of these problems.
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Future work for the peak fitting framework involves developing rules for tuning the
heuristic criteria. More research needs to be done to identify the mechanism to auto-
matically tune the parameter settings from experience. Additional models could also be
investigated for improvement of fits as different peak types arise in the data. Resolution
of more than two peaks within a data window may also benefit in fitting multi-peaked
peaks. Although more than two overlapping peaks are not expected to be encountered in
regular STR DNA data used with this system, anomalies that occur in the measurement
process may necessitate the need for deconvolution of more than two peaks in a single peak
window. Finally, constrained optimization methods could be investigated to replace the un-
constrained method currently implemented because they would eliminate unrealistic peak
parameters; however, substantial computational penalties would likely result. As long as
the technology is changing and the variety of measured peak data increases, improvements
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